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1. Address planning
Since the firmware 1.6, the Router mode consists two different protocols. The original one is now called
"Flexible protocol"; the new protocol is called "Base driven protocol".

In the Flexible Router mode standard IP routing is used between individual RipEX radio modems and
their interfaces. The only non-standard feature is that even if you assign all RipEX's radio interface IP
addresses to a single network, the RipEX's may not "hear" each other over the radio channel; therefore,
routing tables should include even routes within the same network (over repeaters).

In the Base driven Router mode (BDP), all traffic over the Radio channel is managed by the Base station.
All frames inside the radio network have to be routed through the Base station. Appropriate routing has
to be set. Any Remote can work as a Repeater for another Remote. Only one Repeater is possible
between Base station and Remote, however a number of Remotes can use the same Repeater.

BDP is optimized for TCP/IP, especially for IEC104 - stable response times with minimum jitter.

This Application Note draws attention to certain situations in which routing tables can be simplified
significantly.

1.1. End devices connected via serial interface

1.1.1. Flexible Protocol

Every RipEX radio modem has two network interfaces, and hence two IP addresses. First is the Ethernet
interface, second the radio interface. Serial interfaces are defined by their UDP port and are shared
for the entire RipEX modem; as a result both RipEX IP addresses can be used to access them (both
IP addresses work equally well).

The destination IP address of a packet received via the serial interface is determined inside the radio
modem from the "SCADA address" depending on the protocol used, either using a mask or table (see
RipEX manual, Adv. config., Protocols1). The source IP is generated similarly.

If all devices are connected to RipEX's via serial interface, it is helpful to only use the radio IP addresses
for translation and routing of data. Ethernet IP addresses may be assigned randomly (you could keep
their defaults, however we recommend setting Ethernet addresses similar to radio IP addresses to
keep things organised). Remote service access over the radio channel is also possible via the IP ad-
dresses of the radio interface.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#protocols
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Fig. 1.1: Network 1

The following paragraph shows routing tables for individual radio modems which enable mutual com-
munication between all devices. All destinations share the mask 255.255.255.255, i.e. 10.10.10.xx/32,
interface Auto or Radio:

• For 10.10.10.15

Destination via Gateway
10.10.10.17 via 10.10.10.16
10.10.10.18 via 10.10.10.16
10.10.10.19 via 10.10.10.16

• For 10.10.10.16

10.10.10.18 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.19 via 10.10.10.17

• For 10.10.10.17

10.10.10.15 via 10.10.10.16

• For 10.10.10.18

10.10.10.15 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.16 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.19 via 10.10.10.17 (this record is only necessary if you require

communication between end devices 19 and 18)

• For 10.10.10.19
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10.10.10.15 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.16 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.18 via 10.10.10.17 (this record is only necessary if you require

communication between end devices 19 and 18)

To display the full routing table type "ip route show table normal" in CLI interface

• For 10.10.10.19

10.10.10.15 via 10.10.10.17 dev radio proto static
broadcast 10.10.10.0 dev radio proto static scope link src 10.10.10.19
broadcast 10.10.10.255 dev radio proto static scope link src 10.10.10.19
10.10.10.16 via 10.10.10.17 dev radio proto static
10.10.10.18 via 10.10.10.17 dev radio proto static
10.10.10.0/24 dev radio proto static scope link
192.168.141.0/24 dev eth0 proto static scope link
default via 192.168.141.254 dev eth0 proto static

An example of a routing table on page Routing for 10.10.10.19

If SCADA device addresses can be chosen arbitrarily, routing can be significantly simplified when radio
IP addresses can be grouped to subnets according to radio network layout.

One example of simplification is shown with repeaters connecting to separate subnets. The routing
table can then contain a single record for all devices on the subnet.

In this example the first repeater connects to subnet 10.10.10.0/29, i.e. devices may have addresses
from 10.10.10.1 to 10.10.10.6 (10.10.10.0 is reserved for the subnet, address 10.10.10.7 for broadcast-
ing).
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See e.g. http://www.subnet-calculator.com/subnet.php?net_class=A
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10.10.10.4

Fig. 1.2: Network with subnets

• For 10.10.10.254

Destination subnet via Gateway
10.10.10.0/29 via 10.10.10.2
10.10.10.8/29 via 10.10.10.9
10.10.10.16/29 via 10.10.10.17

• For 10.10.10.2 (subnet 10.10.10.0/29)

10.10.10.8/29 via 10.10.10.254
10.10.10.16/29 via 10.10.10.254

• For 10.10.10.3 and 10.10.10.4 and 10.10.10.5

10.10.10.248/29 via 10.10.10.2
10.10.10.8/29 via 10.10.10.2
10.10.10.16/29 via 10.10.10.2

• For 10.10.10.9 (subnet 10.10.10.8/29)

10.10.10.0/29 via 10.10.10.254
10.10.10.16/29 via 10.10.10.17

• For 10.10.10.10 and 10.10.10.11 and 10.10.10.12

10.10.10.248/29 via 10.10.10.9
10.10.10.0/29 via 10.10.10.9
10.10.10.16/29 via 10.10.10.9
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• For 10.10.10.17 (subnet 10.10.10.16/29)

10.10.10.0/29 via 10.10.10.254
10.10.10.8/29 via 10.10.10.9

• For 10.10.10.18 and 10.10.10.19 and 10.10.10.20

10.10.10.248/29 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.0/29 via 10.10.10.17
10.10.10.8/29 via 10.10.10.17

1.1.2. Base Driven Protocol

Fig. 1.3: Network 1

The BDP must be configured as a STAR topology with up to 1 repeater for any remote. I.e. It is not
possible to configure RipEX 10.10.10.15 as a Base station, because remote RipEX units 10.10.10.18
and .19 would go over two repeaters (3 hops). For this topology, RipEX 10.10.10.16 or .17 could be
used as a Base station (up to 2 hops to any remote unit). The example uses RipEX 10.10.10.16 as a
Base station.

While using BDP, there is no need to configure any Routing in the Base or Terminal RipEX modem.
Everything is set in the Base Settings menu. See the Base station Protocol configuration below:
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Fig. 1.4: Protocol configuration - Base station

Remote unit 15 - this unit is reachable directly (one hop)
Remote unit 17 - this unit is reachable directly (one hop) AND is used as a repeater for other remote
units
Remote units 18 and 19 - both units are reachable via the Repeater unit (17)

All remote units have the same configuration except the Radio/ETH IP address. The Protocol address
equals the last digit of the Radio IP address and thus, "automatic" protocol address can be used. There
is no need to configure any routing, everything is managed by the rules in the Base station (no matter
if the remote unit is the repeater or simple terminal).

Fig. 1.5: Protocol configuration - Remote station

Important

This configuration enables the communication between the Base station and all Remote
units (terminals). If the communication among individual remote units is required, the
Routing rules must be added in the Routing menu of all Remote units. All the static routes
will use the Base Radio IP as a gateway, because all data must go through this Base station
(not directly Remote to Remote as in the Flexible mode!). E.g. See the RipEX 10.10.10.19
Routing table:
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Fig. 1.6: Advanced Routing rules - Remote station

Note

For example the communication between RipEX 10.10.10.19 and 10.10.10.18 would not
only go via Repeater 10.10.10.17, but also via the Base station. Prefer the Flexible mode
in case that a lot of remote to remote communication is required and higher jitter or lower
payload bitrate is not an issue for your application.

The following example explains the second scenario from the 1.1.1 Chapter, but configured using BDP.

Fig. 1.7: Network 2

In this topology, the Base station can have just one rule to a group of remote units behind a particular
repeater instead of configuring them separately. See the Base station configuration:

Fig. 1.8: Protocol configuration - Base station

For each /29 subnet, we have two rules. One rule for the repeater itself and then a group of remote
units reachable via this repeater.
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All the remotes have the same configuration as in the previous example, just automatic Protocol address
based on the last digit of the Radio IP. No routing required.

1.2. End devices connected over Ethernet

1.2.1. Flexible Protocol

Both radio modem's network interfaces must be used for routing. Radio modem routing works the same
as standard IP routing – for more information refer to http://www.comptechdoc.org/independent/net-
working/guide/netguide.pdf chapter Network Routing.

Limitations:

A. If you can set the IP address, network mask, gateway and routing table in the IP device
connected to RipEX
There are no limitations to setting up routing in this case. The only rule is that the range of radio
and Ethernet IP addresses must not overlap.

B. If you can only set the IP address, network mask and gateway, not the routing table in the
IP device connected to RipEX
In this case destination addresses must not be on the same network (i.e. the destination address
must always be outside of the network mask). A destination address is the IP address of one of
the devices connected to RipEX's which mutually communicate over the radio channel.

C. If the connected device allows neither network mask, nor gateway to be set up
Router mode cannot be used at all; use Bridge mode instead.

Important

In both B and C options, the functionality called "ARP Proxy" can be used so even the
devices within the same subnet with no routing options, can be interconnected via the RipEX
network utilizing the Router mode (Flexible or/and Base driven).

1.2.2. Base Driven Protocol

There is one significant routing difference using the Base driven protocol compared to the Flexible one:

All communication is managed by the Base station

• Any routing from the Remote station back to the Base station or to any other Remote station MUST
use the Radio IP of the Base station itself - no matter if it is or it is not behind a repeater.

• Example: RipEX1 is a base station and communicates with RipEX3 (terminal) over RipEX2 (repeater).
RipEX3 configures the route back to the Base station's ETH subnet not via the Radio IP of RipEX2
(repeater), but via the Radio IP of RipEX1 (base). The communication is managed by the Base
station which actually forwards the data over the RipEX2 repeater, but RipEX3 (terminal) does not
need to "know" about this. RipEX3 "considers" itself to be in a direct reachability with RipEX1 (Base).
See the simple example below:
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Fig. 1.9: Simple network - Base driven protocol routing

Otherwise, BDP has the same limitations as the Flexible protocol regarding the Routing options.
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1.3. Ethernet addressing

1.3.1. Flexible Protocol

If you can set up IP addresses of the end devices connected over Ethernet, you can simplify routing
by hierarchic division into subnets, either complete or for routing purposes only. An example of such
network layout follows.

The centre and main repeater form distinct networks with mask 255.255.255.0 (/24), the sub-networks
narrow down towards the end devices 255.255.255.192 (/26) and then 255.255.255.248 (/29). Routing
tables are only given for a single branch of the network for clarity. They will be similar for other RipEX's.
Only Master – Slave type applications are presumed – without any direct communication between
Slave devices.

M

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

10.10.1.6/24
192.168.2.62/24

10.10.1.3/24
192.168.2.254/24

10.10.1.8/24
192.168.3.62/24

10.10.1.5/24
192.168.1.62/24

10.10.1.2/24
192.168.1.254/24

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

10.10.1.7/24
192.168.2.126/24

10.10.1.4/24
192.168.3.254/24

10.10.1.1/24
192.168.255.2/24

192.168.2.61/24
gw:192.168.2.62

192.168.2.253/24
gw:192.168.2.254

192.168.3.61/24
gw:192.168.3.62

192.168.1.61/24
gw:192.168.1.62

192.168.1.253/24
gw:192.168.1.254

192.168.2.125/24
gw:192.168.2.126

192.168.3.253/24
gw:192.168.3.254

192.168.255.1/24
gw:192.168.255.2

S

S

S

S

S

S

10.10.1.14/24
192.168.3.14/24

10.10.1.13/24
192.168.3.6/24

10.10.1.12/24
192.168.2.78/24

10.10.1.11/24
192.168.2.70/24

10.10.1.10/24
192.168.1.14/24

10.10.1.9/24
192.168.1.6/24

192.168.3.13/24
gw:192.168.3.14

192.168.3.5/24
gw:192.168.3.6

192.168.2.77/24
gw:192.168.2.78

192.168.2.69/24
gw:192.168.2.70

192.168.1.13/24
gw:192.168.1.14

192.168.1.5/24
gw:192.168.1.6

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

T:

192.168.1.0/24 via 10.10.1.2

192.168.2.0/24 via 10.10.1.3

192.168.3.0/24 via 10.10.1.4

T:

192.168.1.0/26 via 10.10.1.5

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

*

*

192.168.2.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

192.168.3.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

T:

192.168.1.0/29 via 10.10.1.9

192.168.1.8/29 via 10.10.1.10

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.2

T:

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.5

Fig. 1.10: Network with standard masks

Virtual network narrowing may also be used, while in reality narrower masks will be only used for
routing purposes. This would allow you to use even the addresses reserved for network and broadcast-
ing, though we do not recommend doing so.
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192.168.1.253/26
gw:192.168.1.254

192.168.2.125/29
gw:192.168.2.126

192.168.3.253/26
gw:192.168.3.254
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gw:192.168.255.2

S

S

S

S

S

S
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192.168.3.14/29

10.10.1.13/24
192.168.3.6/29

10.10.1.12/24
192.168.2.78/29

10.10.1.11/24
192.168.2.70/29

10.10.1.10/24
192.168.1.14/29

10.10.1.9/24
192.168.1.6/29

192.168.3.13/29
gw:192.168.3.14

192.168.3.5/29
gw:192.168.3.6

192.168.2.77/29
gw:192.168.2.78

192.168.2.69/29
gw:192.168.2.70

192.168.1.13/29
gw:192.168.1.14

192.168.1.5/29
gw:192.168.1.6

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

Eth

T:

192.168.1.0/26 via 10.10.1.5

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

*

*

192.168.2.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

192.168.3.0/24 via 10.10.1.1

192.168.2.61/29
gw:192.168.2.62

T:

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.5

T:

192.168.1.0/29 via 10.10.1.9

192.168.1.8/29 via 10.10.1.10

192.168.255.0/24 via 10.10.1.2

T:

192.168.1.0/24 via 10.10.1.2

192.168.2.0/24 via 10.10.1.3

192.168.3.0/24 via 10.10.1.4

Fig. 1.11: Network with narrowed masks

1.3.2. Base Driven Protocol

Both topology diagrams are too wide for the Base driven protocol. I.e. there are two repeaters on one
path to the terminals on the right. This is not supported by the BDP. One solution would be adding an
additional RipEX unit to each RipEX two hops from the Base station (e.g. 10.10.1.5) connected via
Ethernet (switch), so called "back-to-back". Then another part of this network will utilize its own BDP
with a new Base station (this added RipEX) and original remote units. Note that there cannot be any
radio coverage overlap, otherwise the communication will not work (two BDP networks within one radio
coverage); in such a case, use different frequencies.

Another difference would be Routing rules, which were explained in previous chapters. Keep in mind
that Remote to Remote communication can be very complex and can use too many hops compared
to the Flexible mode in this example.
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2. SNMP

2.1. Simple Network Management Protocol

SNMP is a simple, widely used and useful standardised protocol typically used by Network Management
Software (NMS) to read values from devices. Values can be obtained at regular intervals or on requests,
saved to a database and then displayed as graphs or tables.

SNMP also enables devices to generate (trigger) the alarms by themselves and notify the NMS explicitly
(SNMP traps/informs).

2.1.1. How does SNMP work?

SNMP requires two parties for communication:

1. SNMP “manager” (software installed at your computer)

• You can use commercial software or free software such as Zabbix, Zenoss, Nagios, Cacti, etc.
If you want to read values manually, you can use tools such as snmpwalk, snmpget or Mib-
browser software.

2. SNMP “agent” (a part of firmware in remote devices such as RipEX)

• The agent receives SNMP requests to query information and responds to the manager. Several
managers may read values at once and they can send their requests at any time. Alternatively,
the agent sends SNMP traps/informs whenever the monitored values (watched values in RipEX,
e.g. temperature) are outside the threshold range. RipEX is capable of sending SNMP
traps/informs to up to three SNMP managers (since the firmware release 1.3).

2.1.2. SNMP communication

In SNMP, each value is uniquely identified using Object Identifier (OID). Standard communication starts
by sending a request and then the response is returned. Alternatively, an agent can send an SNMP
trap or inform (acknowledged trap).

The standard SNMPv1/v2c communication starts by sending a request and then the response is returned.
Alternatively, an agent can send an SNMP trap or inform.

SNMPv3 shall be used if the higher security of the monitoring traffic is required. SNMPv3 provides
security with authentication and privacy. The manager is required to know an authentication and en-
cryption methods and common secrets to authenticate itself and decrypt SNMP packets.

A request is sent the manager sets message-type to GET, includes OID for the required value
and sets this value to NULL.

A response is returned the agent sets message-type to RESPONSE and sends the requested value
along with its OID back to the manager.

A trap is sent to the manager without its request.

An inform is sent to the manager without its request and the manager acknowledges its suc-
cessful delivery.
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Basic Message Types

GetRequest returns a single value.

GetNextRequest returns the next value (using the next OID).

GetBulkRequest returns several values in a single packet (for example, temperature, voltage,
number of transmitted messages or bytes per second, etc.).

Trap/Inform sent from the agent to the manager whenever any monitored value is beyond its
thresholds.

SetRequest used to set various parameters (unsupported by RipEX).

2.1.3. MIB database – Management Information Base

The MIB is a virtual database used for managing the entities in a communications network.

The MIB hierarchy can be depicted as a tree with a nameless root, the levels of which are assigned
by different organizations. “Higher-level” MIB OIDs belong to different standards organizations, while
“lower-level” OIDs are allocated by associated organizations (e.g. RACOM).

OID example:

RIPEX::serialNumber
serialNumber OBJECT-TYPE
-- FROM RIPEX
SYNTAX Unsigned32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION "Product serial number."
::= { iso(1) org(3) dod(6) internet(1) private(4) enterprises(1) racom(33555) ripex(2) ►
station(1) device(1) 4 }

As you can see, numbers 1.3.6.1.4.1.33555 are the “higher-level” OIDs. The “lower-level” OIDs are
.2.1.1.4 which are allocated by RACOM.

2.2. SNMP in RipEX

RipEX SNMP protocols can be used to:

• Read configuration parameters,
• Read operation statistics (interfaces, ...), and
• Send traps/informs when set thresholds for monitored values are exceeded (TxLost [%], UCC,

Temp, PWR, ...)

For detailed description of individual values refer to section RipEX MIB below.

RipEX utilises SNMP versions SNMPv1, SNMPv2c (using a configurable community string for au-
thentication, which is by default “public") and SNMPv3 (using Security User name, Security levels,
Authentication and Encryptionmechanisms). SNMP uses UDP protocol for communication; delivery
checks are implemented from version 2 onwards.
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Note

The RipEX MIB module complies with Severity level 3 validation.

By default RipEX uses UDP port 161 (SNMP) for queries. The manager, which sends the query, dy-
namically chooses the source port. The use of destination port 161 is fixed. RipEX replies from port
161 to the port dynamically selected by the manager.

RipEX launches SNMP agent automatically on start-up if enabled. RipEX also sends alarm states
(traps/informs) to the manager via the port 162 (SNMP TRAP/INFORM). Users can change this port
number in RipEX for each destination (up to three). The notifications' behaviour can be influenced (see
Alarm management settings, RipEX manual, Adv. config.1).

When using SNMP over radio channel we recommend setting RipEX to the Router mode. From the
point of radio network, SNMP is typically a standalone application sharing the radio channel with others.
Thus it causes collisions, which are automatically resolved by the radio channel protocol in the Flexible
Router mode. The radio channel uses no protocol in the Bridge mode, meaning two competing applic-
ations can only be run at a great risk of collisions and with the knowledge that packets from both applic-
ations may be irretrievably lost.

Note

Since the firmware 1.6.x, Base Driven Protocol (BDP) has been introduced in the Router
mode. SNMP can be, of course, used together with BDP. BDP's mechanism ensures there
is not a single collision on the radio channel.

2.2.1. Limitations

SNMP is primarily designed for Ethernet networks, where generally, bandwidth capacity is not an issue.
By contrast, radio bandwidth capacity is very limited and RipEX mostly works over the radio channel.
For this reason, special care is recommended while configuring NMS. If badly configured, NMS can
take a significant portion of the network capacity or can even overload the network completely.

Bandwidth Consumption

• SNMPv2c
It is important to realise that the average size of a single request and response to a specific OID is
approximately 184 Bytes each. The entire MIB for a single RipEX with one neighbouring RipEX is
approximately 48 kilobytes. Based on the limitations and the MIB size, we recommend to query
only carefully selected OIDs over the radio channel and not all possible data. Set SNMP query time
intervals in your NMS as long as possible. The shortest recommended interval ranges from several
minutes to tens of minutes.

• SNMPv3
With SNMPv3 it is more complicated to define bandwidth consumption because several security
levels can be configured (NoAuthNoPriv, AuthNoPriv and AuthPriv). Each level requires different
approach and number of packets. For each SNMP GET Request packet, SNMP Report is returned
by RipEX (to get the current and unique EngineID, Engine Boots and Engine Time). The following
steps are different upon the Security level configuration. For each level, there is an SNMP GET
Request and SNMP Response.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html
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• NoAuthNoPriv:
Both messages are sent in plain text. No authentication and no Encryption.

• AuthNoPriv:
The messages are authenticated, the packet size increases.

• AuthPriv:
The messages are authenticated and encrypted, the packet size is the highest.

To obtain any SNMP value using v3 consumes approximately two times more bandwidth compared to
SNMPv2c. Keep this in mind in case of SNMP traffic over the Radio channel.

Wherever possible, use the RipEX Ethernet interface for SNMP communication to free up the radio
channel.

Note

There are many Network Management Systems available on the market. Whichever you
choose, keep in mind the described limitations. E.g. never use NMS, which can download
only the entire remote device MIB and not single OIDs.

Bandwidth Efficiency Tip

If you wish to monitor many watched values (VSWR, Temperature, UCC, …) from remote stations
connected over the radio channel and you have a star topology network, you can improve bandwidth
efficiency by reading OID values only from the Master (Repeater) RipEX station.

The advantage of the above is that the watched values from remote stations are broadcast in regular
intervals and saved in the Master (Repeater) RipEX. These values from neighbouring stations have
their own OID's and can be downloaded from the Master (Repeater) RipEX.

In the picture below – Master RipEX station periodically reads watched values from its neighbouring
Slave stations. Whenever the NMS requests any value mentioned, the reply is sent only from the
Master station (over Ethernet) saving radio bandwidth. SNMP uses radio link only for sending SNMP
Traps from any Slave to the NMS.

Note

The diagram is simplified - there are no flows for SNMPv3 PDUs, neither Inform's Acknow-
ledgments.
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Fig. 2.1: NMS communication with Slave stations

Note

In such a case, watched values from neighbouring stations are displayed as part of the
Master (Repeater) station.

The OID of individual remote stations is based on the order in the Neighbours menu of RipEX web in-
terface (i.e. 1st neighbour has the last OID digit set to 1, 2nd neighbour to 2, etc.). Due to its dynamic
character, it may happen that the order might be changed each period (e.g. once a day), keep this in
mind!

Important

To avoid this confusion, using Zabbix "dynamic indexes" is suggested. See the the section
called “Reading Remote Watched Values” for more details about dynamic indexes and their
usage with RipEX units.

2.2.2. RipEX SNMP Settings

SNMP agent is switched off by default. To enable it, go to the settings menu and click on the SNMP
button.

Important

Thresholds for all SNMP traps/informs can be configured in the RipEX web interface, Settings
→ Alarm management. Since detailed description of RipEX SNMP settings can vary based
on the current firmware, please kindly refer to the online Help accessible through the RipEX
web interface or see the User manual, Chapter Settings
(http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#settings).

2.2.3. RipEX Traps/informs Description

The traps/informs are sent whenever any of the following watched values are beyond their threshold
ranges:

• RSS (Received Signal Strength)
• DQ (Data Quality)
• TX Lost (The probability of a transmitted frame being lost)
• UCC (Power voltage [V])
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• Temperature [C]
• RF Power [W]
• VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, 1.0 = the best ratio, 1.0 – 1.8 = acceptable ratio, > 2.5 = in-

dicates a serious problem in antenna or feeder)
• Ethernet RX/TX Packets ratio (Ratio between received and sent packets over Ethernet)
• COM1/2 RX/TX Packets ratio (Ratio between received and sent packets over COM ports)
• HW Alarm input
• Hot-Standby (SNMP trap containing active station identity – sent by the active station)
• Backup paths system (Backup path state and Alternative path state changes)
• Unit ready (the hardware alarm output or the SNMP trap indicates that the RipEX radio is ready to

operate)

2.3. Network Management System – ZABBIX

To access our SNMP values, any Network Management System (NMS) can be used. However, we
recommend using the ZABBIX open source monitoring system. It can be downloaded at: http://www.zab-
bix.com/download.php2.

The Zabbix website provides the following short description:
Zabbix is the ultimate enterprise-level software designed for real-time monitoring of millions of metrics
collected from tens of thousands of servers, virtual machines and network devices. Zabbix is Open
Source and comes at no cost.

If you have chosen the Zabbix software, please read the following pages where we offer a basic
Starting Guide to RipEX and Zabbix co-working.

Whatever your choice of NMS, these sections may provide general hints and tips.

Note

The following guide was tested with Zabbix release 3.0.10. If you use any older release,
refer to the previous version of this Application note (in the Archive section).

Take the opportunity to remotely access and test a live Zabbix demo3. Contact us for access4 details.

2.3.1. Installation and Documentation

Due to security requirements and the mission-critical nature of the monitoring server, we believe UNIX
is the only operating system that can consistently deliver the necessary performance, fault tolerance
and resilience.

Zabbix has been tested on the following platforms:

• Linux
• IBM AIX
• IBM Power8
• FreeBSD
• NetBSD
• OpenBSD
• HP-UX

2 http://www.zabbix.com/download
3 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/demo/zabbix.html
4 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/remote-access.html#load(product=zabbix)
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• Mac OS X
• Solaris
• Windows: all desktop and server versions since 2000 (zabbix Agent only)

For further details, visit Zabbix Documentation at http://www.zabbix.com/documentation.php. It contains
a large body of information about installation steps, configuration, performance etc. If you are unsure
how to proceed with any task, refer to the Zabbix documentation first. You can find an installation guide
there, too.

This Guide does not present all Zabbix settings, but should help you incorporate the RipEX SNMP
functionality into the Zabbix software.

Note

The following guide requires the use of MySQL database (mariadb) in Zabbix. If you choose
other software, you will need to alter at least the trap handling bash script provided. This
guide was tested in the CentOS 7 Operating System; some tasks may require a different
approach in other systems.

Windows Installation

If you choose to use the Windows platform as the host operating system for Zabbix, VMware/VirtualBox
software and then the Zabbix Appliance. The Zabbix Appliance can be downloaded from
http://www.zabbix.com/download.php. Please remember that Zabbix Appliance is not intended for
serious production use at this time.

VMware download: https://www.vmware.com/support/
VirtualBox download: https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
See the respective documentation to install and use virtualisation software.

2.3.2. Templates

After successful installation, you can import any of the predefined templates. Each template is the
collection of Zabbix Items corresponding to a set of OIDs, triggers, graphs and applications. The template
can be easily linked to any monitored host (RipEX) and you can have access to the desired values
very quickly.

What Templates do we Provide?

The Templates list:

• Name: RipEX Template
○ Consists of all specific OIDs provided by RACOM
○ Implements one neighbouring RipEX monitoring

• Name: RipEX – RFC1213 Template
○ Consists of supported RFC1213 OIDs

• Name: RipEX – RS232 Template
○ Consists of supported RS232 OIDs

• Name: RipEX – SNMP Trapper Template
○ Consists of SNMP trapper items, which are triggered by 15 kinds of traps

• Name: PING Template
○ Pings a defined host and triggers whenever the host is unreachable
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All templates can be downloaded from the RipEX Download site at http://www.racom.eu/down-
load/hw/ripex/free/eng/3_fw/RipEX_Zabbix_templ.zip.

Note that all templates (except of PING template) are ready in two versions - one for SNMPv2c and
one for SNMPv3, because of different security parameters.

How do I Import the RipEX Templates?

In order to import the template, click on theConfiguration→ Templates button at the top of the Zabbix
web page. Select the Import Template button at the top right corner.

Fig. 2.2: Importing Template button

Important

With Zabbix 3, Value mappings can be imported together with the template. We highly re-
commend to do that. Check the option "Value mapping" while uploading the templates.

Select the RipEX template file and Import that file. Repeat this step for each template or import the
zbx_export_templates-RipEX-ALL.xml template with all templates in one file.

Fig. 2.3: Importing Template options
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Now you can see the RipEX template in the Template list window along with other default templates.

Note

If you already imported the template and you need to update it, just import the newer version
with the same name and the current template will be automatically overwriten. The checkbox
for Updating existing template must be checked.

Each Item has its Description, SNMP OID number, community string, UDP port (161), key, update in-
terval and other parameters. One of the key parameter is the update interval, because it defines how
often Zabbix will request various replies from the RipEX stations. This interval is predefined to 30
minutes, but you should consider changing it to suit your radio network infrastructure.

The individual items can be in an active or disabled state. By default, only some items are active based
on their importance – see the next chapter for more information. If you wish to monitor more values,
activate the desired ones. But as already mentioned, preferably use the RipEX Ethernet interface for
SNMP communication to free up the radio channel. If this is not possible, consider carefully whether
monitoring other values is necessary.

Only monitor the values which you really need and with reasonable update times.

The items are divided into the usage groups, called Applications in Zabbix. These applications serve
for better clarification of the defined items.

If you wish to be notified whenever any monitored value is out of its threshold range, you can define a
Trigger for it. These notifications are viewable on the Zabbix dashboard, item history or you can have
e-mail/jabber/sms notifications enabled. Each notification can have one of six predefined severity levels
(warning, critical, …).

We also provide several triggers within the templates. Triggers defined in templates cannot be edited
within individual hosts, which means you cannot define various threshold ranges for hosts and each
host would have the same threshold range. Please define your own triggers within each individual host.

Note

You can use a Clone option to create a copy of any template item or trigger for an individual
host. In this case, you can edit its predefined values to meet your requirements for each
host separately.

Graphs are automatically created for each monitored numeric value, but you can also create special
graphs with several values on a single graph. We provide 4 predefined graphs containing some basic
watched values like temperature, UCC etc.

For more information, see the Zabbix documentation. You can delete, add or edit any template com-
ponent. The predefined state serves as a quick start, but you do not have to use them at all and you
can create your own set of monitored values/items.

Which Values/Items Should I Monitor?

The templates themselves are fully scalable and consist of many items. However, monitoring all of
them is not required in a routine situation. Pre-activated items in RipEX default templates are:

• RipEX Template
○ Pre-activated Items: 5
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○ Modem temperature (°C), RF power (W), TX lost (%), UCC (V), VSWR
• RipEX – RFC1213 Template

○ All items are disabled by default
• RipEX – RS232 Template

○ All items are disabled by default
• RipEX – SNMP Trapper Template

○ Five SNMP trap items and triggers are enabled by default. DQ and RSS triggers need to be
cloned for individual hosts, because we cannot predefine remote hosts IP addresses. See
Section 2.4.2, “SNMP Traps/Informs” for more information.

• PING Template
○ Pre-activated Items: 1
○ Default Update Time: 30 minutes
○ The only active item checks the host reachability and triggers an alarm if the host is not reachable.

Note

If you need to monitor more than one remote RipEX station, you need to “clone” existing
items for the remote station watched values.

Reading Remote Watched Values

Remote Watched values are read by Zabbix using the Dynamic indexes. This works on a basis of
"snmpwalk" through all available remote units (neighbours) of specific RipEX (host). When it finds the
correct neighbour (correct IP), it reads the watched value for this neighbour. E.g. local RipEX has 3
neighbours (10.10.10.1, .2 and .3) and we need to know the RSS level for the 10.10.10.2 host. Zabbix
sends several "snmpgetnext" requests until it reaches the end of this SNMP branch (in our example,
4 snmpgetnext requests are sent). Thanks to this, Zabbix finds out that 10.10.10.2 has for example ID
"2" and thus, Zabbix knows how to ask for the RSS value of this particular neighbour and sends the
correct snmpget request. All values are readable by OID ending with this previously "unknown" ID.

Note

Without dynamic indexes, values for several remote units could be mixed together, because
each History period, the IDs can be different for particular neighbours.

Note

Do not read remote watched values and remote statistic values from RipEX unit which is
not reachable via Ethernet. If you read it from RipEX reachable via the Radio channel, it
could send too much of data over the Radio channel and cause a decrease of available
bandwidth for this link. Do it on your own risk and requirements (it is supported).

Each Host linked with a RipEX template automatically obtains {$NEIGHBOUR.1} user MACRO needed
for reading remote watched values. This MACRO defines the IP address of the first RipEX neighbour
of the particular "local" RipEX (host). If the monitored RipEX has more than one neighbour, you need
to add additional neighbours to its MACRO list. Go to the Configuration -> Hosts -> choose the partic-
ular RipEX -> Macros -> Inherited and host macros -> Click on the "Add" button and define other
neighbours.
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Fig. 2.4: Host MACROs

Each Neighbour IP can be set as required. The default value for the first one is 192.168.169.169.

The {$NEIGHBOUR.1} user MACRO is also used for reading statistics of particular neighbours. The
IP addresses are the same (since the firmware 1.6.x) and thus they do not need to be set separately.
The only difference is that you also have a "RADIO BROADCAST" line is Statistics which is NOT in
the Neighbours menu (RipEX GUI). Configure it as a separate neighbour MACRO, but do not use it
for remote watched values.

By default, reading the watched values is disabled. To enable it, go to the Configuration -> Hosts ->
choose the host -> Go to the Applications -> Choose "Watched values - Remotes" and enable required
values. If more than one neighbour is required, you need to "Clone" the existing Items and change the
ID of the specific Neighbour. For example, if you have 3 neighbours, for each Item (RSS, DQ, Temper-
ature, ...) you need to:

• Open this particular Item within the Host's (local RipEX) watched values Items
• Click on the "Clone" button
• Change the ID from 1 to X, where X is the neighbour's ID (2, 3, ...), in the Name, Key and SNMP

OID parameters!
• Click on the "Update" button
• Repeat the steps for the third neighbour as well
• Repeat the steps for all required Items
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Fig. 2.5: Remote Wached values - Item Cloning

Note

The same procedure must be done for Radio Statistics. By default, only the first neighbour
and Total numbers are pre-defined. Broadcast and other hosts must be defined manually.

Valus from any neighbour can now be displayed in the Latest data menu.

Fig. 2.6: Remote watched values - Latest values

MACROs

Macros are variables, identified by a specific syntax: {MACRO}. MACROs resolve to a specific value
depending on the context. Effective use of MACROs allows to save time and make Zabbix configuration
more transparent.

With our templates, each RipEX automatically obtains the following MACROs:

• {$HOST.SSHKEY} - Full path to a stored admin SSH key to access the unit (by default
"/home/zabbix/.ssh/id_rsa"). See more details in Section 2.8, “RipEX Scripts in Zabbix”.

• {$HOST.SSHPORT} - SSH port to access the unit (by default "22")
• {$NEIGHBOUR.1} - Radio IP address of the first Neighbour (usage described in the previous

paragraphs, by default "192.168.169.169")
• {$SNMP.PORT} - UDP port for SNMP queries (by default "161")
• {$SNMP_COMMUNITY} - SNMPv2c community string (security parameter in SNMP version 2, by

default "public")
• {$SNMP_AUTH} - The authentication passphrase used in SNMPv3 (by default "racom")
• {$SNMP_PRIV} - The encryption passphrase used in SNMPv3 (by default "racom")
• {$SNMP_USER} - User name used for authentication in SNMPv3 (by default "racom")

Note

SNMPv3 MACROs are not defined in SNMPv2c templates.
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You can edit the values in Configuration -> Hosts -> choose the particular RipEX -> Macros -> Inherited
and host macros. Edit any value and all Items will be automatically updated. Note that SNMPv3 Authen-
tication (MD5, SHA), Encryption (DES, AES) and Security level (NoAuthNoPriv, AuthNoPriv, AuthPriv)
methods cannot be defined by MACROs and must be edited within individual Items. Select all Items
within the Template and use the "Mass update" button. Edit the parameters as required and all Hosts'
parameters will be changed as well.

Note

If you need to have different Authentication and Encryption (or other) parameters in various
network parts, you might Clone the templates and use particular Template for particular
Group of Hosts.

2.3.3. How to Import Monitored RipEX Stations?

Now you have a working template, but you need to define hosts (RipEX stations). Each RipEX station
has its own IP address. The following steps will guide you through the Host Configuration.

To create a host, go to Configuration → Hosts and click on the Create Host button. Define the Host
name and its IP address.

Fig. 2.7: Defining the Host name and its IP address

Alternatively you can define a Group for the hosts. Creating a Group is straightforward. You can create
a new one while creating a host or you can do so by going to the Configuration → Groups tab and
clicking on the Create Group button.

Linking a template to the host(s) is achieved under the same tab or you can open Template settings
and link any desired host to it.

Fig. 2.8: Host template
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You have to set the IP address and the port number (161) for the SNMP interface. Otherwise, you won't
be able to use any SNMP item.

The option "Use bulk requests" can be enabled with RipEX units. This feature enables sending multiple
SNMP queries within one UDP datagram.

Fig. 2.9: Defining the SNMP interface

Note

In this Host configuration menu, configure the Host Inventory to be filled in automatically.

Do not forget to edit the Host MACROs (e.g. Neighbours' IP addresses, SNMPv3 authentication, ...),
see the previous section for details.

Where can I See the RipEX Monitored Values?

To check monitored values, go to the Monitoring→ Latest data tab and choose the desired host from
the Menu.

Fig. 2.10: RipEX latest data

For each item, you can see a graph or a history table. If a trigger is configured for the item, the graph
shows a line with a threshold value.
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Fig. 2.11: RipEX graph

2.3.4. Value Mappings

Responses from Several OID objects are unsigned integers, but these values do have a special
meaning.

Example 2.1. deviceMode

• “1” stands for “bridge” mode.
• “2” stands for “router” mode.

Unfortunately, by default, you can see only the numeric values at the Zabbix front-end. The Value
mappings are automatically imported with the RipEX template or it can be imported separately in the
Administration - General - Value Mappings menu.

Note

This syntax feature is used throughout all MIB tables, not only the RipEX MIB table.

If you create any Value map manually, follow this procedure.

To add new value mappings, go to Administration → General → Value Mapping. Click on the “Create
value map” button and insert the values, which are mentioned on the following lines. There is an Item
list, which uses these value mappings (either link them manually or automatically by importing the
template).

Note

There are also several value mappings used at RFC1213 and RS232.

Value Mappings List

Items:RipEX.AlmState
Alarm state - COM1 interface Rx to Tx packets ratio-1 ⇒ unknown
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Items:RipEX.AlmState
Alarm state - COM2 interface Rx to Tx packets ratio0 ⇒ inactive
Alarm state - Device temperature1 ⇒ active
Alarm state - DQ
Alarm state - ETH interface Rx to Tx packets ratio
Alarm state - HW Input
Alarm state - RF Power
Alarm state - RSS
Alarm state - Tx lost
Alarm state - UCC
Alarm state - Unit ready
Alarm state - VSWR

Items:RipEX.BackupPathsState
Backup Paths 1 - Alternative Paths - Currently passive
paths State

0 ⇒ unknown

Backup Paths 2 - Alternative Paths - Currently passive
paths State

1 ⇒ up

Backup Paths 1 - Alternative Paths - Currently used path
State

2 ⇒ down

Backup Paths 2 - Alternative Paths - Currently used path
State

Items:RipEX.comProtocol:
COM1 - Protocol0 ⇒ none
COM2 - Protocol3 ⇒ AsyncLink
TS 1 COM user protocol type4 ⇒ Modbus
TS 2 COM user protocol type5 ⇒ IEC101
TS 3 COM user protocol type6 ⇒ DNP3
TS 4 COM user protocol type7 ⇒ UNI
TS 5 COM user protocol type8 ⇒ Comli

9 ⇒ DF1
10 ⇒ Profibus
12 ⇒ C24
13 ⇒ RP570
14 ⇒ Cactus
15 ⇒ ITT Flygt
18 ⇒ SLIP
19 ⇒ Siemens 3964 (R)
20 ⇒ PR2000
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Items:RipEX.deviceMode
Station working mode1 ⇒ bridge

2 ⇒ router

Items:RipEX.eDhcp
Ethernet interface DHCP mode0 ⇒ off

1 ⇒ server
2 ⇒ client

Items:RipEX.eSpeed
Ethernet interface bit rate and duplex settings0 ⇒ auto

1 ⇒ s-100baseTX-Full
2 ⇒ s-100baseTX-Half
3 ⇒ s-10baseT-Full
4 ⇒ s-10baseT-Half

Items:RipEX.ifTmATM
TCP Modbus COM protocol address translation mode0 ⇒ mask

1 ⇒ table

Items:RipEX.IOState
HW alarm input contact state-1 ⇒ unknown

0 ⇒ off
1 ⇒ on

Items:RipEX.RelayContactType
HW alarm input contact type0 ⇒ off

1 ⇒ normally-closed
2 ⇒ normally-open

Items:RipEX.rEncryption
Radio interface encryption method0 ⇒ off

1 ⇒ aes256

Items:RipEX.rRfPwr
Radio interface RF power0 ⇒ mE-100mW

1 ⇒ mEr-200mW
2 ⇒ mE-500mW
3 ⇒ mE-1W
4 ⇒ mE-2W
5 ⇒ mE-3W
6 ⇒ mE-4W
7 ⇒ mE-5W
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Items:RipEX.rRfPwr
8 ⇒ mE-10W
9 ⇒ mE-8W
17 ⇒ mL-200W
18 ⇒ mL-500mW
19 ⇒ mL-1W
20 ⇒ mL-2W

Items:RipEX.SettingState
Ethernet interface broadcast and multicast status0 ⇒ off
Ethernet interface shaping status1 ⇒ on
Terminal server status
TCP Modbus COM protocol broadcast accept
Radio interface FEC
TS 1 on/off
TS 2 on/off
TS 3 on/off
TS 4 on/off
TS 5 on/off

Items:RipEX.tsEthProtType
TS 1 Ethernet protocol type0 ⇒ tcp
TS 2 Ethernet protocol type1 ⇒ udp
TS 3 Ethernet protocol type
TS 4 Ethernet protocol type
TS 5 Ethernet protocol type

Items:RFC1213.ifType
RFC1213 - Interface 1 - The type of interface (physical/link
protocol)

1 ⇒ other

RFC1213 - Interface 2 - The type of interface (physical/link
protocol)

2 ⇒ regular1822

3 ⇒ hdh1822
4 ⇒ ddn-x25
5 ⇒ rfc877-x25
6 ⇒ ethernet-csmacd
7 ⇒ iso88023-csmacd
8 ⇒ iso88024-tokenBus
9 ⇒ iso88025-tokenRing
10 ⇒ iso88026-man
11 ⇒ starLan
12 ⇒ proteon-10Mbit
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Items:RFC1213.ifType
13 ⇒ proteon-80Mbit
14 ⇒ hyperchannel
15 ⇒ fddi
16 ⇒ lapb
17 ⇒ sdlc
18 ⇒ ds1
19 ⇒ e1
20 ⇒ basicISDN
21 ⇒ primaryISDN
22 ⇒ propPointToPointSerial
23 ⇒ ppp
24 ⇒ softwareLoopback
25 ⇒ eon
26 ⇒ ethernet-3Mbit
27 ⇒ nsip
28 ⇒ slip
29 ⇒ ultra
30 ⇒ ds3
31 ⇒ sip
32 ⇒ frame-relay

Items:RFC1213.ipForwarding
RFC1213 - The indication of whether this entity is acting
as an IP gateway

1 ⇒ forwarding

2 ⇒ not-forwarding

Items:RFC1213.snmpEnableAuthenTraps
RFC1213 - SNMP - Indicates whether the SNMP agent
process is permitted to generate authentication-failure traps

1 ⇒ enabled

2 ⇒ disabled

Items:RS232.rs232AsyncPortParity
RS232 port 1 - The port's sense of a character parity bit1 ⇒ none
RS232 port 2 - The port's sense of a character parity bit2 ⇒ odd

3 ⇒ even
4 ⇒ mark
5 ⇒ space

Items:RS232.rs232AsyncPortStopBits
RS232 port 1 - The port's number of stop bits1 ⇒ one
RS232 port 2 - The port's number of stop bits2 ⇒ two
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Items:RS232.rs232AsyncPortStopBits
3 ⇒ oneAndHalf
4 ⇒ dynamic

Items:RS232.rs232PortInFlowType
RS232 port 1 - The port's type of input flow control1 ⇒ none
RS232 port 2 - The port's type of input flow control2 ⇒ ctsRts
RS232 port 1 - The port's type of output flow control3 ⇒ dsrDtr
RS232 port 2 - The port's type of output flow control

Items:RS232.rs232PortType
RS232 port 1 - The port's hardware type1 ⇒ other
RS232 port 2 - The port's hardware type2 ⇒ rs232

3 ⇒ rs422
4 ⇒ rs423
5 ⇒ v35
6 ⇒ x21

Items:ICMP ping - Accessibility
ICMP ping - Accessibility0 ⇒ ICMP ping fails

1 ⇒ ICMP ping successful

Note

Two value mappings should already be included in the Zabbix itself, see "SNMP interface
status (ifAdminStatus)" and "SNMP interface status (ifOperStatus)" in the Value mapping
menu. Four Items from the RFC1213 template use these mappings.

How can I Edit an Item to Link with a Value Map?

Go to Configuration → Templates and choose one of the imported template. Open the item configur-
ation window and click on the chosen item to view and edit its settings.

Choose the appropriate value map in the Menu “Show value” and save the changes.

Example: RipEX.eDhpc
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Fig. 2.12: Linking a value map to an item
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2.4. How do I Know that Something Has Happened to the RipEX Station?

There are two ways to check the RipEX stations. You can actively query the station in the defined time
intervals or you can just wait for the trap to be received.

2.4.1. Active Querying

If you have a defined item which is updated e.g. every 10 seconds. Zabbix requests a reply to the
SNMP GET message for the specific OID object and it stores this value in the database at 10 second
intervals.

A trigger can also be configured for each item. For instance, temperature threshold alarm is set to 50°C.
Whenever Zabbix receives an SNMP RESPONSE message from any monitored host with temperature
higher than 50°C, an alarm is triggered. If the alarm is triggered, it is displayed at the Zabbix Dashboard.
The Alarm will be visible in the “Last 20 issues” table and you will see which host is having an issue
in the “Host status” table.

When the temperature falls back into the allowed range, the issue will be deleted from the Zabbix
dashboard.

Fig. 2.13: Displaying of RipEX issue

2.4.2. SNMP Traps/Informs

The key aspect of the SNMP are the TRAPS/INFORMS. These OID objects are not actively monitored
by the Zabbix manager but by the RipEX itself. This behaviour is described in the on-line help on RipEX
web Settings page or in the User manual5.

How to configure SNMPv2c Traps/Informs in Zabbix?

This, unfortunately, is a somewhat complex procedure. There are several ways to configure traps –
only one of them will be explained in this guide.

Note

Other approaches could be using SNMPTT functionality or Perl scripts.

Important

The following section will explain the SNMPv2c Traps only. The SNMPv3 or SNMP Informs
differencies and requirements are explained at the end of this section.

You have to install an snmptrapd, a daemon which receives SNMP traps and pass them into the Zabbix
front-end. Keep in mind to start it automatically after the system start, e.g. via the command:

5 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#SNMP
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# systemctl enable snmptrapd

Zabbix server must be configured to start the SNMP Trapper process. Enable it in the /etc/zab-
bix/zabbix_server.conf file.

StartSNMPTrapper=1

Define the LOG file as well.

SNMPTrapperFile=/var/log/snmptrap/snmptrap-zabbix.log

Save the changes and create the file manually using the following command:

$ touch /var/log/snmptrap/snmptrap-zabbix.log

Restart the Zabbix server daemon.

You can use the script (snmptrap.sh) which is included in the RipEX_Zabbix_templ.zip file downloadable
from http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/radio-modem-ripex.html#download website. Copy the script
file into /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/ directory and change the file privileges and make
it executable.

# mkdir -p /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts; chown zabbix /home/zabbix
# cp misc/snmptrap/snmptrapd.sh /home/zabbix/bin
# chmod +x /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/snmptrapd.sh

After that, you need to edit the file. By executing

$ which zabbix_sender

you will find the full path to this executable binary file. Change the path in the file, e.g.

ZABBIX_SENDER="/usr/bin/zabbix_sender";

The script parses the output of each received SNMP trap, selects the appropriate host and declares
an associative array containing trap descriptions. Eventually, it sends the whole message to your
Zabbix server.

You should also check the LOG destination, which should be: /var/log/snmptrap/snmptrap-
bash.log. Create the directory if not already created and edit this in the snmptrap.sh script file.

LOGFILE=/var/log/snmptrap/snmptrap-bash.log

Note

The log file could also be located in /var/log/zabbix/snmptrap.log if required, and
if you configure SELinux rules correctly.

For a correct snmptrap.sh script functionality, RipEX MIB must be configured in the Zabbix server.
First, copy the MIB file RACOM-RipEX-<version>.mib to your MIB directory (on CentOS7, it is
/usr/share/snmp/mibs/). Afterwards, you need to edit the SNMP configuration file (/etc/sn-
mp/snmp.conf) with a text editor (e.g. "vim").

# vim /etc/snmp/snmp.conf
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Add the RipEX MIB via the following line and save the changes.

mibs +/usr/share/snmp/mibs/RACOM-RipEX-<version>.mib

Reboot the Zabbix server. The RipEX OIDs, Value mapping etc. should now be correctly translated
and understood.

Now we have our script prepared, let's configure the Zabbix front-end:

If you have not yet done so, import the RipEX templates. One application is called TRAPS and it consists
of all traps. Link the templates to desired hosts.

Note

If Zabbix receives a trap for an unknown host it will not be displayed.

The host MUST be configured using the IP address as the Host name, e.g.:

Host name: 192.168.10.1

Visible name: RipEX1

SNMP interface: 192.168.10.1, port 161, IP

Along with this template, 15 new items and triggers appear at each used host. That is exactly the
number of SNMP traps defined at the RipEX. Each trap should be recognized and the Zabbix should
display the correct information message at the dashboard.

Fig. 2.14: Definition of RipEX traps

RipEX sends a trap whenever the watched value is out of range (or other configured condition is met)
and whenever the value falls back within the corresponding range.

Every trap has two states in Zabbix. Each trap can either be in the alarm state or in the OK state.
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RSS and DQ trap items are disabled in the template by default. The reason is that we need to define
remote RipEX IP addresses first. See the following example for enabling a DQ trap:

Go to the Zabbix web front-end and select a RipEX host for which you want to process DQ traps. Click
on the Items button and find an item with the following key: trpDqX.Y.Z.W.

Fig. 2.15: Default DQ trap item

Click on the item and then click on the Clone button. Now you can edit the item. Replace the "X.Y.Z.W"
string in the item Name with the remote RipEX radio IP address (e.g. 192.168.131.55). Do the same
in the Key field and select the Enabled option in the Status field. See the following example:
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Fig. 2.16: Edited DQ trap item

Save the changes and open the host Triggers list. Repeat the above steps for the DQ trigger and save
the changes. You should see the trigger with the enabled status.

Fig. 2.17: Enabled DQ trap trigger

Follow the same procedure (DQ and RSS) for other remote RipEX units as needed.
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You can also define Zabbix to send you an e-mail whenever any trap is triggered. See the Zabbix
Documentation or Section Section 2.7, “Zabbix Alerting via e-mail” of this Application not for the e-mail
configuration.

Please, find the file snmptrapd.conf usually it’s in the /etc/snmp/ directory. Edit or create the file as
root with the following lines:

authCommunity execute public
authCommunity execute PUBLIC
traphandle default /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/snmptrap.sh

The first two lines will allow all received traps with community public or PUBLIC to be parsed and the
third line will force the snmptrapd to use our script.

If you do not know what community names you will receive, add the following line to accept all community
names. Note that you should not define this line for security reasons.

disableAuthorization yes

Do not forget to restart snmptrapd. You should have similar snmptrapd parameters in the /etc/sysconfig/
snmptrapd file:

OPTIONS="-Lsd -p /var/run/snmptrapd.pid -On"

This ensures that snmptrapd daemon will not translate the numerical OID numbers which is important
for our script to run properly.

Important

If you install Zabbix on the CentOS distribution, do not forget to enable snmptrapd within
SELinux security rules.

SELinux is an important security part of CentOS. Running all the functionality of Zabbix will require
configuring these rules. If you do not understand it, consult the required changes with our technical
support. More details about SELinux can be also found in this Application note, Chapter 2.8)

Note

RipEX default Community string name is “public”, however it can be changed (since firmware
release 1.3). All RipEX stations within the network must have the same Community string.
Otherwise disableAuthorization has to be set to “yes” (or set authCommunity variables for
all allowed Community string names).

How to Configure SNMPv3 Traps/Informs in Zabbix?

Now, the system is ready to receive SNMPv2c traps and informs (see the previous section). If you
configure SNMPv3 in the network, several additional steps are required.

Snmptrapd deamon needs to decrypt the incoming traps/informs. To successfully authenticate itself
and decrypt the message, correct Users with correct secrets must be configured in the /etc/snmp/sn-
mptrapd.conf file.

In this file, you already have the similar lines:
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authCommunity log,execute public
authCommunity log,execute PUBLIC
traphandle default /bin/bash /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/snmptrap.sh

For SNMPv3 Inform (not traps), you need to create the user via createUser command. Stop the
snmptrapd daemon:

# systemctl stop snmptrapd

Now, edit the /etc/snmp/snmptrapd.conf file and add this line:

createUser racom MD5 "racom1234" DES "racom5678"

This command should add the User "racom" with MD5 and DES secrets. Save the changes and run
the snmptrapd daemon.

# systemctl start snmptrapd

Check if the addition was successful via

# cat /var/lib/net-snmp/snmptrapd.conf

You should see a line similar to the following one:

usmUser 1 3 0x80001f8880a9b9e400d6e8655900000000 "racom" "racom" NULL .1.3.6.1.6.3.10.1.1.3
0x40d2c90a2f4ee04dd30eb4e207a1e4ab507ce8d1 .1.3.6.1.6.3.10.1.2.2
0x40d2c90a2f4ee04dd30eb4e207a1e4ab ""

Now, the SNMPv3 informs can be successfully received and used.

SNMPv3 Traps need a bit different command. Everything is the same, but the EngineID must be con-
figured. In the RipEX web interface, create the unique EngineID within SNMP configuration page. This
value is static and unique. For each RipEX unit, you need to create a separate User in the snmptrap
configuration file. Stop the snmptrapd daemon again and add a similar line in the /etc/snmp/snmp-
trapd.conf file:

createUser -e 0000831304199430ac1077ab racom MD5 "racom1234" DES "racom5678"

This creates a "racom" user the same way as for the Informs, but the EngineID
0000831304199430ac1077ab is fixed and must correspond to that created in the RipEX web interface.

Start the deamon and check the procedure:

# cat /var/lib/net-snmp/snmptrapd.conf

usmUser 1 3 0x0000831304199430ac1077ab "racom" "racom" NULL .1.3.6.1.6.3.10.1.1.2
0xfcddda2e844853de23eb838d96e985d9 .1.3.6.1.6.3.10.1.2.4
0xfcddda2e844853de23eb838d96e985d9 ""

A similar line should be there - check the EngineID parameter. If succesful, Informs and Traps should
now be working correctly. If not, try to check all the mentioned steps and verify your procedure.

Note

The same procedure must be met for any other SNMPv3 devices and their SNMPv3
traps/informs (not just RipEX).
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Basic Trap/Inform Functionality Tests

Now Zabbix is ready to receive SNMP traps/informs from all RipEX stations and enter them into the
database properly. In order to test it, force the trap to be sent from any RipEX and see whether it appears
in the Zabbix front-end. If not, check that the respective UDP port (162) is enabled at your firewall and
check the settings again. You can also execute Tcpdump or Wireshark at the selected interface of your
Zabbix server or somewhere along the intended packet path.

Another basic test can be run using the following command:

zabbix_sender -z localhost -p 10051 -s "192.168.10.1" -k trpTemp -o "trpTemp, ALARM: ON"

The IP address of your RipEX station is 192.168.10.1, key is "trpTemp" and the message for the Zabbix
server is "trpTemp, ALARM: ON". The command should trigger the host's " temperature exceeded the
threshold" alarm. Note that you need to have a host configured with this IP address, otherwise the trap
will not be shown.

It is important to set the KEY value correctly, otherwise the trap/inform would not match the trigger.
See more KEY values with their description below:

• trpRssIPAddress - Remote station RSS value out of range (Replace the IPAddress with a real remote
RipEX IP address)

• trpDqIPAddress - Remote station DQ value out of range (Replace the IPAddress with a real remote
RipEX IP address)

• ttrpTxLost - TX Lost value out of range
• trpUcc - UCC value out of range
• trpTemp - Modem temperature value out of range
• trpRfpwr - RF power value out of range
• trpLanPr - Ethernet RX/TX packet ratio out of range
• trpCom1Pr - COM1 RX/TX packet ratio out of range
• trpCom2Pr - COM2 RX/TX packet ratio out of range
• trpHwIn - HW input in the alarm state
• trpHotStby - Modem becomes active in a Hot-Standby mode
• trpBpath - Backup path state has changed
• trpBpathAlt - Alternative path state has changed
• trpUnitReady - Unit ready signal has changed

If you want to clear the trap/inform alarm, just repeat the same zabbix_sender command, but change
the message to contain the word "OFF". E.g. "ALARM OFF".
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Fig. 2.18: Zabbix dashboard – Status of units

You can also see Trap's output in Monitoring → Latest Data → TRAPS of your RipEX station →
History. The displayed information differs based on the trap received. See the detailed description in
the respective Zabbix item.

2.5. What Else does Zabbix Offer?

There are many features provided by the Zabbix software. They are described in the Zabbix Document-
ation. Below are just a few of them.

You can create Screens. A Screen is a set of various graphs on one page for better overview of your
network (temperature, UCC, RF power, …).

You can create Maps. If you administer many stations in many locations, a Map can be a good choice.
You can define the background picture (e.g. real maps), various station pictures, station status, various
statistics, etc. You can import any icon or background picture you want to use.

Fig. 2.19: Basic map with two RipEX stations
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A short example of RipEX station configuration in Maps:

{HOSTNAME}
Temp = {{HOSTNAME}:wvTempAvg.last(0)}
RSS = {{HOSTNAME}:wvRemRssAvg[{$NEIGHBOUR.1}].last(0)}
DQ = {{HOSTNAME}:wvRemDqAvg[{$NEIGHBOUR.1}].last(0)}

Fig. 2.20: Definition of RipEX station in maps

Each map can be divided into several sub-maps. It can be useful for various levels of detail. Links can
also be added - just select both Hosts and click on the "Add link" button at the top of the Network maps
menu.

2.6. How to Access RipEX GUI from Zabbix

Zabbix can offer various ways of accessing the RipEX web interface by clicking on the link within the
Zabbix front-end.

Note

This chapter consists of RAy2 screenshots, but the procedure is completely the same for
RipEX as well.

2.6.1. Map URL

For every Host depicted in Maps, you can define its URL.

Fig. 2.21: Map URL definition

After clicking on the Host, a new Item appears (URL), defined with the Name and the actual link. And
when you click on this URL, the RAy2 web interface appears.
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Fig. 2.22: RAy2 URL Link in maps

2.6.2. Trigger URL

Every host can have as many Triggers as required. And for every Trigger, the respective URL can be
defined. Just add the URL in the Trigger configuration page.

Fig. 2.23: Trigger URL definition

After you do so, every time the trigger is activated, you can click on the Issue description within Dash-
board's "Last 20 Issues" window and then on the URL link.

Fig. 2.24: Issue description used as a link

A simple click can forward you to the RAy2 web interface.
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2.6.3. Inventory URL

The third option is to use Inventory for configuring URL. For every Host, you can enable the Inventory
(serial number, OS, host type, ...). Within many Inventory options, the URL can be defined.

Fig. 2.25: Inventory URL definition

Every host's Inventory can be opened from the Dashboard's "Last 20 Issues" window. And in the Details,
there is the configured URL displayed.

Fig. 2.26: RAy2 URL link in the Inventory

2.7. Zabbix Alerting via e-mail

In case of any issue within your network, e.g. drop in the signal quality, or the unit being unreachable,
Zabbix can automatically send an e-mail to predefined e-mail addresses. The following example will
show just one procedure, other ways are possible (e.g. via the script).
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2.7.1. E-mail Configuration

The e-mail can be set in the the Administration – Media Types menu. Edit the E-mail type corresponding
to your server settings. In our example, we use our own SMTP server reachable from Zabbix server.
No special security or password is required. You should be able to use any SMTP server.

Fig. 2.27: E-mail configuration

2.7.2. Users Configuration

The e-mails are sent to the users’ e-mail addresses. Go to the Administration – Users menu and con-
figure the required e-mail addresses within the user’s details (Media).
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Fig. 2.28: User’s e-mail

You define the time when the e-mail will be sent (e.g. do not send it over the night) and the severity of
the issue (e.g. send me the e-mail just in case of a critical issue).

2.7.3. Actions

The last step is to configure the action – configure which issue causes the e-mail to be sent. Go the
Configuration – Actions menu and create a new Action.
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Fig. 2.29: Action

Usually, you will use the MACROs for the e-mail body/subject. In this example, the Subject of the e-
mail will consist of the host’s Name, Trigger status (Problem, OK) and Trigger Name. Within the body
of the message, there are additional information such as the Trigger Severity, URL and the Issue details.

If the issue is fixed, we also send a recovery message. It is the same message, but saying “OK” instead
of “PROBLEM”.
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Fig. 2.30: Action conditions

The action is executed if it meets the conditions, e.g. the trigger value is “PROBLEM” and the host is
a RipEX (or RAy2 unit). The conditions can be combined with AND or OR statements.

Fig. 2.31: Action Operation

The operation does not need to be just an e-mail, but it can consist of sending SMS or jabber messages.
Or based on the issue duration, it can perform different tasks. In the example above, we send the e-
mail to the user “servis” immediately when the issue occurs. There are no additional steps.
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Additional steps can be set as required. E.g. one can send e-mail immediately as the Problem occurs,
and if the Problem is still active, send the e-mail every additional day (once per 24 hours).

2.8. RipEX Scripts in Zabbix

By default, there are no ready-to-be-used actions in Zabbix such as configuration backup or firmware
upgrade. The Zabbix NMS is a general system which requires special features to be implemented by
RACOM or by the user himself.

We provide the user with a guide how to use and define these special features and within the RipEX
template, we already prepared several examples:

• Configuration backup
• Displaying the current RSS

Note

If you have troubles running those scripts or making your own, contact us on
<support@racom.eu>.

The whole implementation can be quite time consuming, but once you successfully run the first script,
the others are very similar and its implementation is straightforward.

Within the Template, there are two scripts. As you know realize, having the configuration backup files
can be crucial if replacing the unit. There is nothing easier than just uploading the configuration file into
a brand new RipEX unit.

2.8.1. Zabbix Configuration

Before creating and running the first scripts, you need to prepare the Zabbix server (and the Linux op-
erating system). In this example, we configure the CentOS 7 operating system with Zabbix 3 installed
via packaging system.

The following steps can be done in different order, but following this order is absolutely fine.

Zabbix Server Configuration File

By default, the zabbix_server configuration file is located in the /etc/zabbix/zabbix_server.conf file. Find
the line with "SSHKeyLocation” parameter and define it with this value:

SSHKeyLocation=/home/zabbix/.ssh

This is the location of the RSA private SSH key which will be used to access the RipEX units.

Restart the Zabbix server afterwards.

# systemctl restart zabbix-server

Uploading the Template Scripts

The scripts must be uploaded manually to a correct directory manually. The default directory is
/usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/. Copy the script files from the ZIP Template file to this directory. The
target state should look similar to this output:
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# ls -l /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/
total 48
-rwxr-xr-x. 1 zabbix zabbix 680 Mar 9 17:28 ripex_cli_cnf_textfile_get.sh
-rwxr-xr-x. 1 zabbix zabbix 111 Mar 8 15:56 ripex_cli_rss_show.sh
-rw-r--r--. 1 zabbix zabbix 77 Mar 15 08:31 script-log.txt
-rwxr-xr-x. 1 zabbix zabbix 17200 Mar 1 13:24 snmptrap.sh

There are two executable scripts via the Zabbix web interface (starting with “ripex_”). The LOG output
of those scripts is in script-log.txt file. There is also the snmptrap.sh file which you should
have there for the SNMP TRAP/INFORM functionality.

Make sure that the files have the zabbix user/group and are executable.

# chown zabbix:zabbix /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/*
# chmod +x /usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/*

Zabbix User Configuration

The Zabbix user cannot login to the bash by default. We need modify the /etc/passwd file as follows:

# chsh -s /bin/bash zabbix
# cat /etc/passwd
zabbix:x:996:994:Zabbix Monitoring System:/home/zabbix:/bin/bash

Make sure that the last part after the “:” has a correct path to the bash binary.

If not already created, create the HOME directory for the Zabbix user.

# usermod -m -d /home/zabbix zabbix
# chown zabbix:zabbix /home/zabbix
# chmod 700 /home/zabbix

Note

You may need to run the “usermod” command once again.

Create the directories for the saved configuration and firmware files and change the access rights.

# mkdir /home/zabbix/configuration-backup
# mkdir /home/zabbix/firmware
# mkdir /home/zabbix/configuration-backup/ripex
# mkdir /home/zabbix/firmware/ripex
# chown -R zabbix:zabbix /home/zabbix/

SSH Access to RipEX units

The directory for the SSH key should now be located in /home/zabbix/.ssh directory. Change the
current directory to this one and login as zabbix.

# su zabbix

A new prompt appears. Because, we cannot access the RipEX units using their password via scripts,
we need to upload the SSH keys into every unit we want to control. You can either have you own
RSA/DSA key or you can create a new one following this example. Run
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bash-4.2$ ssh-keygen -t rsa

Follow the guide of the ssh-keygen application and leave the passphrase empty.

To copy our RSA key into the RipEX units, run the following command:

bash-4.2$ ssh-copy-id admin@10.250.2.225

Just replace 10.250.2.225 with the correct RipEX IP address. The prompt will ask for the Admin pass-
word, fill it in and click Enter. Now, you should have the access into the unit without using a password.
Check it via this command:

bash-4.2$ ssh admin@10.250.2.225

You should be logged in the RipEX unit without writing the password.

Scripts in the Zabbix Web Interface

The script files can be downloaded within the template ZIP file76. Save them in the correct direktory
(/usr/lib/zabbix/externalscripts/) of your Zabbix distribution. Then, the scripts must be
manually created in the Zabbix Administration - Scripts menu. See the example below and create
Zabbix scripts for all RipEX scripts.

Fig. 2.32: RipEX scripts

If you open one of them, you can modify them as required.

7 http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/3_fw/RipEX_Zabbix_templ.zip
6 http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/3_fw/RipEX_Zabbix_templ.zip
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Fig. 2.33: Script configuration

The Type must be set to “Script” and the Execute on parameter to “Zabbix server”. The command can
be modified as required. There is a full path to the script saved on the server and the parameters. The
script output is appended to the mentioned log file.

The script can apply to ALL hosts or just one group – in our example, the group name is “RipEX”.

The parameters are MACROs which should be enabled by default due to our Template. Each RipEX
unit uses the SSH port 22 and the SSH key saved in /home/zabbix/.ssh/id_rsa file by default. If you
need to modify any of these parameters, go to the Configuration – Hosts menu and edit the particular
Host’s MACROs (Inherited and host macros submenu).
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Fig. 2.34: Host MACROs

To edit any of the parameters, click on the “Change” button and Update the Host.

SELinux Restrictions

If the operating system is CentOS 7 and has the SELinux security option enabled, the scripts will not
run properly due to these restrictions.

If you run the script, but it will not run properly, check the following output via the command line:

# ausearch -m avc|tail -n 3

It can display a similar output:

time->Tue Mar 8 14:12:31 2016
type=SYSCALL msg=audit(1457442751.052:8277): arch=c000003e syscall=42 success=no exit=-13 ►
a0=3 a1=7f11466de620 a2=10 a3=56decfbf items=0 ppid=4929 pid=2936 auid=4294967295 uid=996 ►
gid=994 euid=996 suid=996 fsuid=996 egid=994 sgid=994 fsgid=994 tty=(none) ses=4294967295 ►
comm="ssh" exe="/usr/bin/ssh" subj=system_u:system_r:zabbix_t:s0 key=(null)
type=AVC msg=audit(1457442751.052:8277): avc: denied { name_connect } for pid=2936 ►
comm="ssh" dest=8021 scontext=system_u:system_r:zabbix_t:s0 ►
tcontext=system_u:object_r:zope_port_t:s0 tclass=tcp_socket

The issue here is that the SSH cannot be run from the Web interface. To enable it, you can run the
following commands. Note that the first command installs some binaries to control SELinux rules. If
already installed, you do not need them.

# yum install policycoreutils-devel
# mkdir -p /root/local-policy-modules/zabbix
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# cd /root/local-policy-modules/zabbix
# grep "denied" /var/log/audit/audit.log|tail -n 2 > avc.log
# audit2allow -M zabbix_script_ssh -R -i avc.log
# semodule -i zabbix_script_ssh.pp

Important

Do not rush with SELinux rules, if you understand the SELinux, make the required changes.
If not, please consult us.

A similar approach is required for the Bash, SNMP traps, logging the script output, etc.

Testing Scripts

The scripts can be tested via clicking on the Hosts in the Web interface. You can click on them when
they are displayed within the Last 20 Issues on your Dashboard, or within Maps where they are always
displayed.

Fig. 2.35: Scripts in the Maps

If you click on any of the script, the corresponding script runs and the output is displayed in the pop-up
window. You can test the Zabbix general ones such as “Ping” or “Traceroute” first.

Note

You may be required to change the SELinux rules or to install “traceroute” application via
the command line (yum install).

The easiest script displays the current RSS level. The level (in dBm) should be displayed within several
seconds in the pop-up window.

Another script is the Configuration backup. The expected output should display a full path to the stored
file (in the /home/zabbix/configuration-backup/ripex directory).
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Reading the watched values script is working in a different manner. It is used as an external check
Item. If you open the Application called "Watched value via script", you will see 17 readable watched
values.

Once configured correctly, running the scripts is easy. If you need to add a new host, just copy the
SSH key and you are ready to use it. And if a new script is required, see these examples and create
your own scripts or consult creating them with our technical support at <support@racom.eu>.

2.9. RipEX MIB Table

2.9.1. RipEX

DescriptionStateAccessNameOID
Station Name.currentread-onlystationName33555.2.1.1.1.0
Device type.currentread-onlydeviceType33555.2.1.1.2.0
Device code.currentread-onlydeviceCode33555.2.1.1.3.0
Product serial number.currentread-onlyserialNumber33555.2.1.1.4.0
Station working mode.currentread-onlydeviceMode33555.2.1.1.5.0
Modem HW version.currentread-onlyhwVerModem33555.2.1.1.6.1.0
Radio HW version.currentread-onlyhwVerRadio33555.2.1.1.6.2.0
Modem firmware version.currentread-onlyswVermodem33555.2.1.1.7.1.0
SDDR firmware version.currentread-onlyswVerSDDR33555.2.1.1.7.2.0
Driver firmware version.currentread-onlyswVerDriver33555.2.1.1.7.3.0
Bootloader version.currentread-onlyswVerBootloader33555.2.1.1.7.4.0
Radio interface Rx frequency in Hz.currentread-onlyrRxFrequency33555.2.2.1.1.0
Radio interface Tx frequency in Hz.currentread-onlyrTxFrequency33555.2.2.1.2.0
Radio interface RF Power.currentread-onlyrRfPwr33555.2.2.1.3.0
Radio interface encryption method.currentread-onlyrEncryption33555.2.2.1.4.0
Radio interface FEC state.currentread-onlyrFEC33555.2.2.1.5.0
Ethernet interface gateway address.currentread-onlyeGateway33555.2.2.2.1.0
Ethernet interface DHCP mode.currentread-onlyeDhcp33555.2.2.2.2.0
Ethernet interface shaping state.currentread-onlyeShaping33555.2.2.2.3.0
Ethernet interface broadcast and multic-
ast state.

currentread-onlyeBCastMCast33555.2.2.2.4.0

Ethernet interface bit rate and duplex
settings.

currentread-onlyeSpeed33555.2.2.2.5.0

TCP Modbus state.currentread-onlyifTmEnable33555.2.2.3.1.0
TCP Modbus port.currentread-onlyifTmPort33555.2.2.3.2.0
TCP Modbus socket timeout in seconds.currentread-onlyifTmTimeout33555.2.2.3.3.0
TCP Modbus COM protocol broadcast
accept.

currentread-onlyifTmBCast33555.2.2.3.4.0

TCP Modbus COM protocol address
translation mode.

currentread-onlyifTmATM33555.2.2.3.5.0
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Terminal server state.currentread-onlyifTsEnable33555.2.2.4.1.0
Number of Terminal server interfaces.currentread-onlyifTsNumber33555.2.2.4.2.0
List of Terminal server interface entries.currentnot-access-

ible
ifTsTable33555.2.2.4.3

Terminal server interface entry.currentnot-access-
ible

ifTsEntry33555.2.2.4.3.1

Unique index for each interface.currentread-onlytsIndex33555.2.2.4.3.1.1.X
Terminal server interface state.currentread-onlytsEnable33555.2.2.4.3.1.2.X
Terminal server Ethernet protocol type.currentread-onlytsEthProtType33555.2.2.4.3.1.3.X
Terminal server Ethernet protocol socket
timeout in seconds.

currentread-onlytsEthProtTimeout33555.2.2.4.3.1.4.X

Terminal server Ethernet protocol socket
TCP/UDP port.

currentread-onlytsEthProtMyPort33555.2.2.4.3.1.5.X

Terminal server partner's IP address.currentread-onlytsEthProtDestIP33555.2.2.4.3.1.6.X
Terminal server partner's destination
TCP/UDP port.

currentread-onlytsEthProtDestPort33555.2.2.4.3.1.7.X

Terminal server COM user protocol
type.

currentread-onlytsComProtType33555.2.2.4.3.1.8.X

Number of COM interfaces.currentread-onlyifComNumber33555.2.2.5.1.0
List of COM interface entries.currentnot-access-

ible
ifComTable33555.2.2.5.2

COM interface entry.currentnot-access-
ible

ifComEntry33555.2.2.5.2.1

Unique index for each interface.currentread-onlycomIndex33555.2.2.5.2.1.1.X
COM interface idle in bytes.currentread-onlycomIdle33555.2.2.5.2.1.2.X
COM interface MTU in bytes.currentread-onlycomMtu33555.2.2.5.2.1.3.X
COM interface protocol.currentread-onlycomProtocol33555.2.2.5.2.1.4.X
HW alarm input contact type.currentread-onlyifHwAInputType33555.2.2.21.1.0
HW alarm input contact state.currentread-onlyifHwAInputState33555.2.2.21.2.0
Total radio duplicate packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotDuplic-

ates
33555.2.3.1.1.1.0

Total radio repeated packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotRe-
peats

33555.2.3.1.1.2.0

Total radio lost packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotLost33555.2.3.1.1.3.0
Total Rx radio control packets counter.currentread-onlystRadi-

oTotCtlPacketsRx
33555.2.3.1.1.4.0

Total Tx radio control packets counter.currentread-onlystRadi-
oTotCtlPacketsTx

33555.2.3.1.1.5.0

Total radio data error packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTot-
DataErr

33555.2.3.1.1.6.0

Total radio rejected packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotRejec-
ted

33555.2.3.1.1.7.0
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Remote station total Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotPacket-
sRx

33555.2.3.1.1.8.0

Remote station total Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotPacket-
sTx

33555.2.3.1.1.9.0

Remote station total Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotBytes-
Rx

33555.2.3.1.1.10.0

Remote station total Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRadioTot-
BytesTx

33555.2.3.1.1.11.0

Total radio IP error packets counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotIpErr33555.2.3.1.1.12.0
Total radio subheader error packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRadioTotSub-
HeadErr

33555.2.3.1.1.13.0

Total radio header error packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRadioTotHead-
Err

33555.2.3.1.1.14.0

Total radio false sync counter.currentread-onlystRadioTotFalse-
Sync

33555.2.3.1.1.15.0

Number of remote stations.currentread-onlystRadioRemNum-
ber

33555.2.3.1.2.0

List of remote station entries.currentnot-access-
ible

stRadioRemTable33555.2.3.1.3

Radio remote station entry.currentnot-access-
ible

stRadioRemEntry33555.2.3.1.3.1

Remote station index.currentread-onlystRemIndex33555.2.3.1.3.1.1.X
Remote station IP address.currentread-onlystRemIpAddr33555.2.3.1.3.1.2.X
Remote station Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystRemPacketsRx33555.2.3.1.3.1.3.X
Remote station Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystRemPacketsTx33555.2.3.1.3.1.4.X
Remote station Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRemBytesRx33555.2.3.1.3.1.5.X
Remote station Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRemBytesTx33555.2.3.1.3.1.6.X
Remote station duplicate packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemDuplicates33555.2.3.1.3.1.7.X

Remote station repeated packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemRepeats33555.2.3.1.3.1.8.X

Remote station lost packets counter.currentread-onlystRemLost33555.2.3.1.3.1.9.X
Remote station Rx radio control packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemCtlPackets-
Rx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.10.X

Remote station Tx radio control packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemCtlPacket-
sTx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.11.X

Remote station data error packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemDataErr33555.2.3.1.3.1.12.X

Remote station rejected packets
counter.

currentread-onlystRemRejected33555.2.3.1.3.1.13.X

Remote station total Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystRemTotalPacket-
sRx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.14.X

Remote station total Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystRemTotalPacket-
sTx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.15.X
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Remote station total Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRemTotalBytes-
Rx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.16.X

Remote station total Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystRemTotal-
BytesTx

33555.2.3.1.3.1.17.X

Number of TCP Modbus ports.currentread-onlystTcpModNumber33555.2.3.2.1.0
List of TCP Modbus port entries.currentnot-access-

ible
stTcpModTable33555.2.3.2.2

TCP Modbus port entry.currentnot-access-
ible

stTcpModEntry33555.2.3.2.2.1

TCP Modbus port index.currentread-onlystTcpModIndex33555.2.3.2.2.1.1.X
TCP Modbus Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystTcpModPackets-

Rx
33555.2.3.2.2.1.2.X

TCP Modbus Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystTcpModPacket-
sTx

33555.2.3.2.2.1.3.X

TCP Modbus Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTcpModBytesRx33555.2.3.2.2.1.4.X
TCP Modbus Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTcpModBytesTx33555.2.3.2.2.1.5.X
Number of Terminal Server ports.currentread-onlystTermServNum-

ber
33555.2.3.3.1.0

List of Terminal Server port entries.currentnot-access-
ible

stTermServTable33555.2.3.3.2

Terminal Server port entry.currentnot-access-
ible

stTermServEntry33555.2.3.3.2.1

Terminal Server port index.currentread-onlystTermServIndex33555.2.3.3.2.1.1.X
Terminal Server Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystTermServPack-

etsRx
33555.2.3.3.2.1.2.X

Terminal Server Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystTermServPack-
etsTx

33555.2.3.3.2.1.3.X

Terminal Server Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTermServBytes-
Rx

33555.2.3.3.2.1.4.X

Terminal Server Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTermServ-
BytesTx

33555.2.3.3.2.1.5.X

Number of COM ports.currentread-onlystComNumber33555.2.3.4.1.0
List of COM port entries.currentnot-access-

ible
stComTable33555.2.3.4.2

COM port entry.currentnot-access-
ible

stComEntry33555.2.3.4.2.1

COM port index.currentread-onlystComIndex33555.2.3.4.2.1.1.X
COM Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystComPacketsRx33555.2.3.4.2.1.2.X
COM Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystComPacketsTx33555.2.3.4.2.1.3.X
COM Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystComBytesRx33555.2.3.4.2.1.4.X
COM Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystComBytesTx33555.2.3.4.2.1.5.X
Number of TCP proxy ports.currentread-onlystTcpProxyNum-

ber
33555.2.3.5.1.0
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List of TCP proxy port entries.currentnot-access-
ible

stTcpProxyTable33555.2.3.5.2

TCP proxy port entry.currentnot-access-
ible

stTcpProxyEntry33555.2.3.5.2.1

TCP proxy port index.currentread-onlystTcpProxyIndex33555.2.3.5.2.1.1.X
TCP proxy Rx packets counter.currentread-onlystTcpProxyPacket-

sRx
33555.2.3.5.2.1.2.X

TCP proxy Tx packets counter.currentread-onlystTcpProxyPacket-
sTx

33555.2.3.5.2.1.3.X

TCP proxy Rx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTcpProxyBytes-
Rx

33555.2.3.5.2.1.4.X

TCP proxy Tx bytes counter.currentread-onlystTcpProxy-
BytesTx

33555.2.3.5.2.1.5.X

Local station - Last Tx lost value in %.currentread-onlywvTxLostLast33555.2.4.1.5.0
Local station - Average Tx lost value in
hundredths of %.

currentread-onlywvTxLostAvg33555.2.4.1.6.0

Local station - Last UCC value in tenths
of Volt (V).

currentread-onlywvUccLast33555.2.4.1.7.0

Local station - Average UCC value in
thousandths of Volt (V).

currentread-onlywvUccAvg33555.2.4.1.8.0

Local station - Last device temperature
value in tenths of Celsius (C).

currentread-onlywvTempLast33555.2.4.1.9.0

Local station - Average device temper-
ature value in thousandths of Celsius
(C).

currentread-onlywvTempAvg33555.2.4.1.10.0

Local station - Last RF power value in
tenths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlywvRfPwrLast33555.2.4.1.11.0

Local station - Average RF power value
in thousandths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlywvRfPwrAvg33555.2.4.1.12.0

Local station - Last VSWR value from
interval <3, 25> in tenths.

currentread-onlywvVswrLast33555.2.4.1.13.0

Local station - Average VSWR value
from interval <300, 2500> in thou-
sandths.

currentread-onlywvVswrAvg33555.2.4.1.14.0

Local station - ETH interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio value from interval <1,
10000> in hundredths.

currentread-onlywvRxTxEth33555.2.4.1.41.0

Local station - COM1 interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio value from interval <1,
10000> in hundredths.

currentread-onlywvRxTxCom133555.2.4.1.42.0

Local station - COM2 interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio value from interval <1,
10000> in hundredths.

currentread-onlywvRxTxCom233555.2.4.1.43.0

Number of remote stations.currentread-onlywvRemoteNum-
ber

33555.2.4.2.0
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List of remote stations.currentnot-access-
ible

wvRemoteTable33555.2.4.3

Remote station watched values entry.currentnot-access-
ible

wvRemoteEntry33555.2.4.3.1

Remote station - Unique index.currentread-onlywvRemIndex33555.2.4.3.1.1.X
Remote station - IP address.currentread-onlywvRemIpAddr33555.2.4.3.1.2.X
Remote station - Total heard packets
from the remote station.

currentread-onlywvRemHearings33555.2.4.3.1.3.X

Remote station - Last RSS value in
dBm.

currentread-onlywvRemRssLast33555.2.4.3.1.4.X

Remote station - Average RSS value in
hundredths of dBm.

currentread-onlywvRemRssAvg33555.2.4.3.1.5.X

Remote station - Last DQ value.currentread-onlywvRemDqLast33555.2.4.3.1.6.X
Remote station - Average DQ value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlywvRemDqAvg33555.2.4.3.1.7.X

Remote station - Last Tx lost value in
%.

currentread-onlywvRemTxLostLast33555.2.4.3.1.12.X

Remote station - Average Tx lost value
in hundredths of %.

currentread-onlywvRemTxLostAvg33555.2.4.3.1.13.X

Remote station - Last UCC value in
tenths of Volt (V).

currentread-onlywvRemUccLast33555.2.4.3.1.14.X

Remote station - Average UCC value in
thousandths of Volt (V).

currentread-onlywvRemUccAvg33555.2.4.3.1.15.X

Remote station - Last device temperat-
ure value in tenths of Celsius (C).

currentread-onlywvRemTempLast33555.2.4.3.1.16.X

Remote station - Average device tem-
perature value in thousandths of Celsius
(C).

currentread-onlywvRemTempAvg33555.2.4.3.1.17.X

Remote station - Last RF power value
in tenths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlywvRemRfPwrLast33555.2.4.3.1.18.X

Remote station - Average RF power
value in thousandths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlywvRemRfPwrAvg33555.2.4.3.1.19.X

Remote station - Last VSWR value from
interval <3, 25> in tenths.

currentread-onlywvRemVswrLast33555.2.4.3.1.20.X

Remote station - Average VSWR value
from interval <300, 2500> in thou-
sandths.

currentread-onlywvRemVswrAvg33555.2.4.3.1.21.X

Alarm threshold - minimum - RSS value
in dBm.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRssMin33555.2.5.1.1.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - RSS value
in dBm.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRssMax33555.2.5.1.2.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - DQ value.currentread-onlyalarmThrDqMin33555.2.5.1.3.0
Alarm threshold - maximum - DQ value.currentread-onlyalarmThrDqMax33555.2.5.1.4.0
Alarm threshold - minimum - Tx lost
value in %.

currentread-onlyalarmThrTxLost-
Min

33555.2.5.1.9.0
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Alarm threshold - maximum - Tx lost
value in %.

currentread-onlyalarmThrTxLost-
Max

33555.2.5.1.10.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - UCC value
in tenths of Volt (V).

currentread-onlyalarmThrUccMin33555.2.5.1.11.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - UCC value
in tenths of Volt (V).

currentread-onlyalarmThrUccMax33555.2.5.1.12.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - device
temperature value in tenths of Celsius
(C).

currentread-onlyalarmThrTempMin33555.2.5.1.13.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - device
temperature value in tenths of Celsius
(C).

currentread-onlyalarmThrTemp-
Max

33555.2.5.1.14.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - RF power
value in tenths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlyalarmThrRfP-
wrMin

33555.2.5.1.15.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - RF power
value in tenths of Watt (W).

currentread-onlyalarmThrRfP-
wrMax

33555.2.5.1.16.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - VSWR
value from interval <3, 25> in tenths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrVswrMin33555.2.5.1.17.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - VSWR
value from interval <3, 25> in tenths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrVswrMax33555.2.5.1.18.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - ETH inter-
face Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRx-
TxEthMin

33555.2.5.1.31.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - ETH inter-
face Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRxTxEth-
Max

33555.2.5.1.32.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - COM1 in-
terface Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRxTx-
Com1Min

33555.2.5.1.33.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - COM1 in-
terface Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRxTx-
Com1Max

33555.2.5.1.34.0

Alarm threshold - minimum - COM2 in-
terface Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRxTx-
Com2Min

33555.2.5.1.35.0

Alarm threshold - maximum - COM2 in-
terface Rx to Tx packets ratio value in
hundredths.

currentread-onlyalarmThrRxTx-
Com2Max

33555.2.5.1.36.0

Alarm state - RSS.currentread-onlyalarmStateRss33555.2.5.2.1.0
Alarm state - DQ.currentread-onlyalarmStateDq33555.2.5.2.2.0
Alarm state - Tx lost.currentread-onlyalarmStateTxLost33555.2.5.2.5.0
Alarm state - UCC.currentread-onlyalarmStateUcc33555.2.5.2.6.0
Alarm state - device temperature.currentread-onlyalarmStateTemp33555.2.5.2.7.0
Alarm state - RF power.currentread-onlyalarmStateRfPwr33555.2.5.2.8.0
Alarm state - VSWR.currentread-onlyalarmStateVswr33555.2.5.2.9.0
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Alarm state - ETH interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio.

currentread-onlyalarmStateRx-
TxEth

33555.2.5.2.16.0

Alarm state - COM1 interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio.

currentread-onlyalarmStateRxTx-
Com1

33555.2.5.2.17.0

Alarm state - COM2 interface Rx to Tx
packets ratio.

currentread-onlyalarmStateRxTx-
Com2

33555.2.5.2.18.0

Alarm state - HW Input.currentread-onlyalarmStateHwIn-
put

33555.2.5.2.31.0

Alarm state - Unit ready.currentread-onlyalarm-
StateUnitReady

33555.2.5.2.32.0

Number of Backup Paths.currentread-onlybpathsNumber33555.2.6.1.0
List of Backup Paths entries.currentnot-access-

ible
bpathsTable33555.2.6.2

Backup Paths entry.currentnot-access-
ible

bpathsEntry33555.2.6.2.1

Backup Paths index.currentread-onlybpathsIndex33555.2.6.2.1.1.X
Backup Paths - Peer IP address.currentread-onlybpathsPeerIp33555.2.6.2.1.2.X
Backup Paths - Symbolic Name.currentread-onlybpathsName33555.2.6.2.1.3.X
Backup Paths - Alternative Paths - Cur-
rently used path priority.

currentread-onlybpath-
sAltUsedPrio

33555.2.6.2.1.4.X

Backup Paths - Alternative Paths - Cur-
rently used path Gateway IP address.

currentread-onlybpathsAltUsedGw33555.2.6.2.1.5.X

Backup Paths - Alternative Paths - Cur-
rently used path State.

currentread-onlybpathsAltUsed-
State

33555.2.6.2.1.6.X

Backup Paths - Alternative Paths - Cur-
rently passive paths State.

currentread-onlybpathsAltPass-
iveState

33555.2.6.2.1.7.X

A notification to indicate that average
RSS value has exceeded threshold

currenttrpRss33555.2.10.1

limits. This notification sends additional
information about the event by including
the following objects in its varbinding
list. - alarmStateRss: RSS alarm state.
- wvRemRssAvg: Remote station - Av-
erage RSS value in hundredths of dBm.
- wvRemIpAddr: Remote station IP ad-
dress.
A notification to indicate that average
DQ value has exceeded threshold limits.

currenttrpDq33555.2.10.2

This notification sends additional inform-
ation about the event by including the
following objects in its varbinding list. -
alarmStateDq: DQ alarm state. -
wvRemDqAvg: Remote station - Aver-
age DQ value in hundredths. -
wvRemIpAddr: Remote station IP ad-
dress.
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A notification to indicate that average
Tx lost value has exceeded threshold

currenttrpTxLost33555.2.10.5

limits. This notification sends additional
information about the event by including
the following objects in its varbinding
list. - alarmStateTxLost: Tx lost alarm
state. - wvTxLostAvg: Local station -
Average Tx lost value in hundredths of
%.
A notification to indicate that average
UCC value has exceeded threshold

currenttrpUcc33555.2.10.6

limits. This notification sends additional
information about the event by including
the following objects in its varbinding
list. - alarmStateUcc: UCC alarm state.
- wvUccAvg: Local station - Average
UCC value in thousandths of Volt (V).
A notification to indicate that average
device temperature value has exceeded

currenttrpTemp33555.2.10.7

threshold limits. This notification sends
additional information about the event
by including the following objects in its
varbinding list. - alarmStateTemp:
Device temperature alarm state. -
wvTempAvg: Local station - Average
device temperature value in thousandths
of Celsius (C).
A notification to indicate that average
RF power value has exceeded threshold

currenttrpRfPwr33555.2.10.8

limits. This notification sends additional
information about the event by including
the following objects in its varbinding
list. - alarmStateRfPwr: RF power alarm
state. - wvRfPwrAvg: Local station -
Average RF power value in thousandths
of Watt (W).
A notification to indicate that average
VSWR value has exceeded threshold

currenttrpVswr33555.2.10.9

limits. This notification sends additional
information about the event by including
the following objects in its varbinding
list. - alarmStateVswr: VSWR alarm
state. - wvVswrAvg: Local station - Aver-
age VSWR value from interval <300,
2500> in thousandths.
A notification to indicate that average
ETH interface Rx to Tx packets ratio

currenttrpEthPr33555.2.10.10

value has exceeded threshold limits.
This notification sends additional inform-
ation about the event by including the
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following objects in its varbinding list. -
alarmStateRxTxEth: Alarm state of ETH
Rx to Tx packets ratio value. - wvRx-
TxEth: Local station - ETH Rx to Tx
packets ratio value from interval <1,
10000> in hundredths.
A notification to indicate that average
COM1 interface Rx to Tx packets ratio

currenttrpCom1Pr33555.2.10.11

value has exceeded threshold limits.
This notification sends additional inform-
ation about the event by including the
following objects in its varbinding list. -
alarmStateRxTxCom1: Alarm state of
COM1 Rx to Tx packets ratio value. -
wvRxTxCom1: Local station - COM1 Rx
to Tx packets ratio value from interval
<1, 10000> in hundredths.
A notification to indicate that average
COM2 interface Rx to Tx packets ratio

currenttrpCom2Pr33555.2.10.12

value has exceeded threshold limits.
This notification sends additional inform-
ation about the event by including the
following objects in its varbinding list. -
alarmStateRxTxCom2: Alarm state of
COM2 Rx to Tx packets ratio value. -
wvRxTxCom2: Local station - COM2 Rx
to Tx packets ratio value from interval
<1, 10000> in hundredths.
A notification to indicate that HW alarm
input state has changed. This notifica-

currenttrpHwIn33555.2.10.13

tion sends additional information about
the event by including the following ob-
jects in its varbinding list. - ifHwAInput-
State: HW alarm input contact state. -
ifHwAInputType: HW alarm input contact
type.
A notification to indicate that device in
Hot Standby mode has been activated.

currenttrpHotStby33555.2.10.14

This notification sends additional inform-
ation about the event by including the
following objects in its varbinding list. -
serialNumber: Product serial number. -
stationName: Station name.
A notification to indicate a change in
Backup paths system - backup path

currenttrpBpath33555.2.10.15

state has changed. This notification
sends additional information about the
event by including the following objects
in its varbinding list. - bpathsPeerIp:
Backup path peer IP address. - bpaths-
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Name: Backup path symbolic name. -
bpathsAltUsedPrio: Currently used al-
ternative path priority number. - bpath-
sAltUsedGw: Currently used alternative
path gateway IP address. - bpath-
sAltUsedState: Currently used alternat-
ive path state.
A notification to indicate a change in
Backup paths system - alternative path

currenttrpBpathAlt33555.2.10.16

state has changed. This notification
sends additional information about the
event by including the following objects
in its varbinding list. - bpathsPeerIp:
Backup path peer IP address. - bpaths-
Name: Backup path symbolic name. -
bpathsAltUsedPrio: Currently used al-
ternative path priority number. - bpath-
sAltUsedGw: Currently used alternative
path gateway IP address. - bpath-
sAltUsedState: Currently used alternat-
ive path state.
A notification to indicate that Unit ready
signal has changed. This notification

currenttrpUnitReady33555.2.10.17

sends additional information about the
event by including the following objects
in its varbinding list. - alarm-
StateUnitReady: alarm input state.
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3. Data speed and Modulations

On efficient use of narrowband radio channel

Introduction

The industrial narrowband land mobile radio (LMR) devices, as considered in this paper, have been
the subject to European standard ETSI EN 300 113 [1]. The system operates on frequencies between
30 MHz and 1 GHz, with channel separations of up to 25 kHz, and is intended for private, fixed, or
mobile, radio packet switching networks. Data telemetry, SCADA, maritime and police radio services;
traffic monitoring; gas, water, and electricity producing factories are the typical system applications.
Long distance coverage, high power efficiency, and efficient channel access techniques in half duplex
operation are the primary advantages the system relays on. Very low level of adjacent channel power
emissions and robust radio receiver architectures, with high dynamic range, enable for a system’s co-
existence with various communication standards without the additional guard band frequency intervals.

On the other hand, the strict limitations of the referenced standard as well as the state of the technology,
has hindered the increase in spectrum efficiency, with which the system has used its occupied bandwidth.
With its modification as well as with the new emerging specifications (ETSI EN 302 561 [2], ETSI EN
301 166 [3]) it is now possible for the up-to-date architectures of narrowband LMR devices to make
the utilization of more efficient modes of system operation practically applicable.

The main objective of this paper is to describe the favorable properties of operational modes based on
advanced nonlinear and linear digital modulation techniques in order to easy the decision on their usage
and thus to help system integrators to increase the efficiency of the narrowband radio channel utilization
allocated to the new generation of industrial LMR devices.

3.1. Narrowband radio transmitter

From the very advent of the radio transmission, it was evident that a radio device should not only use
its occupied channel bandwidth effectively, but, in addition, should also avoid any unnecessary interfer-
ence with other systems. Since then the frequency spectrum had been proving its importance and has
become a scarce resource nowadays.

The narrowband radio devices under consideration are specified mostly by the European standard
ETSI EN 300 113 [1]. Such radio equipments have to face challenging environmental and radio conditions
all over the world. The dynamic range in the vicinity of 100 dB, very strict adjacent channel transmitted
power attenuation requirements, high data sensitivity, adjacent channel selectivity, high level of radio
blocking or desensitization and high co-channel rejection [1], are its most important radio characteristics
to mention. It is no wonder that for such high dynamic range demands, super heterodyne transceiver
architectures with a majority of analog components are still widely used. But yet the radio transceiver
has to be small in dimensions, consumes low power and maintains all its parameters over the wide
industrial temperature range and over extensive period of time for reasonable price. At the same time,
it should provide enough flexibility to accommodate different channel bandwidths, digital modulation
formats, data rates, and techniques, to combat negative effects of radio channel. From this point of
view, the software defined radio (SDR) concept is, indisputably, a prospective alternative and has not
been widely used by these systems. The rapid expansion of the digital signal processing, together with
the advancements in signal analog-to-digital converters technology have, in recent years, made such
projects economically feasible.

Today’s LMR systems, being subject to [1], use mostly exponential constant envelope modulations
GMSK, 2-CPFSK and 4-CPFSK. The application of the continuous phase modulations is mainly due
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to the extreme adjacent channel transmitted power (ACP) attenuation requirements, and inherent ro-
bustness against channel nonlinearities. Relatively simple implementation of non-coherent demodulators
and synchronization algorithms also significantly contributes to the efficient channel usage, especially
in packet-based switching networks. The systems thus maintain good power efficiency while the
spectral efficiency reaches compromising values not exceeding 1 bit/s/Hz.

3.1.1. Digital modulation for narrowband channel

The prime classification of the digital modulation techniques into a nonlinear (or exponential) and linear
modulation class is based on the way how the modulated signal has been generated. The complex
modulation envelope of the linearly modulated signal such as M-PSK, M-QAM etc. can be described
by a linear superposition of the properly filtered modulation impulses weighted by the information
symbols. In case of the nonlinear modulation techniques, this general rule is valid only for the modulation
signal which modulates the phase of the fundamental carrier signal. Thus the modulation process itself
is nonlinear, exponential. The M-CPFSK in this case is recognized as a general class of nonlinear or
exponential digital modulation with a continuous phase change.

3.1.2. Adjacent channel power and spectrum efficiency

The adjacent channel power or adjacent channel interference (ACI) is that part of the total output power
of a transmitter under defined conditions of modulation, which falls within a specified pass-band centred
on the nominal frequency of either of the adjacent channels. This power is the sum of the mean power
produced by the modulation, hum and noise of the transmitter. Adjacent channel power is usually ref-
erenced to the unmodulated carrier power [1]:

For a channel separation of 25 kHz, the adjacent channel power shall not exceed a value of 60 dB
below the transmitter power without the need to be below -37 dBm.

It is interesting to note that, until 07/2007, the standard strictly demanded the adjacent channel power
ratio of -70 dB.

The ACP parameter is particularly important in LMR systems, since it influences the density of the radio
channels that can be used in a given area. Its value originated in the use of the traditional analog fre-
quencymodulated (FM) radio systems. Ironically, it was one of the main limitations for why those systems
were – for many years – not able to utilize spectrally more efficient modulation schemes. The problem
in this case is that all the advanced multi-level modulation techniques such as M-PSK, M-QAM, OFDM,
CDMA or FBMCM have one negative property and that is a non-constant modulation envelope.

Fig. 3.1: Modulated signal spectrums. (left) 2CPFSK with R=10.4 kBaud, modulation index h~0.6.
(right) 2CPFSK with R=17.3 kBaud, modulation index h~0.2. 30 dB attenuator used in series.
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In the systems, where the transmitter power efficiency is of high importance, the transmitter nonlinearity
also creates an important issue. Generally speaking, the higher the transmitter nonlinearity, the higher
the transmitter efficiency can be reached. Unfortunately, the device with a nonlinear transfer function
also tends to distort the spectrum of the transmitted signal, especially if the modulated signal exhibits
the non-constant modulation envelope. In contrast, it is also true that only the non-constant envelope
modulation can withstand a strict band limitation by means of modulation filtering – characterized by
the roll-off parameter α in the following text. In other words, if the signal has a constant modulation
envelope, it has an unlimited spectrum, and, if it has a band limited spectrum, it experiences the amp-
litude variations, which after passing through the nonlinear power amplifier, would be suppressed, but
would also regenerate the side-lobes of the modulated signal spectrum. The phenomenon is known
as the spectral re-growth, and it depends mainly on the three transmitter characteristics. Those are
peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of the digital modulation scheme in use, transmitter nonlinearity
and the efficiency of the power amplifier linearization or pre-distortion technique and all have to be
considered when selecting the digital modulation technique for the system, where both power and
spectrum are the key issues.

In light of these facts one can arrive at the conclusion that setting up the limit at −60 dB1 rather than
−70 dB was a reasonable step, while the initial limit has been left to be beyond the state of the present
linearization technology for equipments production which in turn hindered the use of spectrally more
efficient modulation techniques.

Fig. 3.2: Modulated signal spectrums. (left) 4CPFSK with R=10.4 kBaud, modulation index h~0.3.
(right) 4CPFSK with R=17.3 kBaud, modulation index h~0.1.

3.1.3. Transmitter power efficiency

In this section, the measurement results concerning the overall narrowband transmitter power efficiency
are presented. It is no ambition however, to provide exact power efficiency analysis of the particular
high power amplifier̶ with the selected linearization circuit proceeded. It is rather to give the example
of the practically achievable overall transmitter power efficiencies and to show the differences related
to selected digital modulation formats of each of the linear/nonlinear class.

1 The standard [2] specifying the conformity testing for TETRA-like devices allows -55 dBc in normal
or -50 dBc in extreme temperature conditions, assuming channel separation of 25 kHz.
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Fig. 3.3: Modulated signal spectrums. (left) π/4-DQPSK with R=17.3 kBaud, (right) 16-DEQAM with
R=17.3 kBaud.

As for the linear modulation techniques, the differentially encoded formats π/4-DQPSK, D8PSK and
16-DEQAM have been selected and tested mainly due to their low modulation envelope variations and
inherent robustness against negative effects of signal propagation through the narrowband radio
channel.

The 2CPFSK and 4CPFSK have been selected from the nonlinear modulation class. There is one
particular parameter of high importance essentially influencing the characteristics of these modulation
formats and that is a modulation index. It expresses the relation between the modulation rate and the
maximum frequency deviation according to simple rule (1.1)

2∆f
h = ————— , (1.1)

R(M−1)

where R is the modulation rate, M is the number of modulation states and Δf is the maximum frequency
deviation representing the outermost symbol frequency position. The selection of the modulation index
in most practical applications of narrowband LMR has been driven by compromising requirements
between the modulation rate, receiver sensitivity and adjacent channel power level. Its value usually
converges to 1/M with a well known example of MSK, particularly GMSK where M=2, thus h=0.5 as
the lowest value needed to maintain an orthogonal signaling. In order to compare the modulation
formats at the same spectrum efficiency we also measured the properties of 2CPFSK and 4CPFSK
modulations with very low modulation index resulting in use of high symbol rate of 17.3 kBaud.

The examples of transmitted signal spectrums can be seen in Figure. 3.1 to Figure. 3.3. It is interesting
to note the degradation of the signal spectrum with increased symbol rate in case of 2CPFSK and
4CPFSK that implicitly points out that the assigned bandwidth is not used effectively. It can be seen
that the significant amount of the signal power is concentrated within the close vicinity of the carrier
frequency and thus it results in poor ratio between the occupied signal bandwidth and the noise band-
width of radio receiver (Table 3.1).
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Tab. 3.1: Measurement results of the transmitter parameters for selected modes of operation.

Spectrum
plotηTXPIN

Occupied
Bandwidth
@ 99.9%

ACI
Lower UpperPout

Modul.
Parameter

Symbol
Rate

Modulation
Format

[-][%][W][kHz][dBc][dBc][dBm][-][kBaud][-]

Fig. 3.1293519.8-61-6240
h=0.6,
α=0.2810.4

2CPFSK

Fig. 3.1293516.6-61-6240
h=0.2,
α=0.2817.3

Fig. 3.2293519.6-60-6140
h=0.3,
α=0.2810.4

4CPFSK

Fig. 3.2293517.2-60-6140
h=0.1,
α=0.2817.3

Fig. 3.31422.822.0-62-6135α=0.417.3π/4-DQPSK
-1422.822.0-61-6135α=0.417.3D8PSK

Fig. 3.31020.422.0-60.5-60.535α=0.417.316-DEQAM
Measurement uncertainty ±2 dB

The measurement values of achievable output power Pout, amount of adjacent channel interference
ACI and overall transmitter power efficiency ηTX are collectively given for all the modulation formats in
Table 3.1. It can be seen that the ACI limit (-60 dBc) is maintained for all of these settings; however,
there are two penalties in case of linear modulation schemes that typically have to be paid for higher
spectrum efficiency. Firstly, it is the lower output power level achievable. For this specific transmitter
architecture it is in particular 35 dBm @ π/4-DQPSK, D8PSK and 33 dBm @ 16-DEQAM. Secondly,
it is the lower value of the overall transmitter power efficiency reached. Comparing to exponential modes
of system operation the efficiency of linear operational modes has decreased to 14% and 10%. Despite
this negative trend, the achieved values of output power exceeding 3 W, and 2 W respectively, are
considered practically applicable for next generation of narrowband LMR devices and as it will be shown
in the next section they enable the system to use its occupied bandwidth with even higher communic-
ation efficiency.

3.2. Narrowband radio receiver

The most important parameters which describe the quality of narrowband radio receiver are maximum
usable (data) sensitivity, co-channel rejection, adjacent channel selectivity, desensitization and inter-
modulation response rejection. Besides the maximum usable sensitivity, all other receiver parameters
can be classified as the measures of the receiver degradation parameters used to analyze the degrad-
ation of its performance due to the presence of unwanted (interfering) signals. Although there is a
strong relation between all of these parameters, in this paper the attention is given only to the first of
them, to the maximum usable sensitivity in particular.

According to [1], the maximum usable data sensitivity is the minimum level of the signal (emf) at the
receiver input, produced by a carrier at the nominal frequency of the receiver, modulated with a normal
test signal, which will, without interference, produce, after demodulation, a data signal with a specified
bit-error-ratio (BER) of 10-2 or a specified successful message ratio (SMR) of 80%.

The maximum usable sensitivity shall not exceed an electromotive force of 3.0 dBμV under normal
test conditions.
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Assigning this value as S, one can also express what signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be expected in
relation to noise figure (NF) and transformed to the receiver input

SNR = S -(10.log(kT)+10.log(BN)+NF) [dB]. (2.1)

In (2.1), k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin and BN is the receiver
noise bandwidth of e.g. 25 kHz.

3.2.1. Maximum usable data sensitivity

In this section, the results of maximum usable data sensitivity measurement (Figure 3.4) for the complete
narrowband radio transceiver are presented. All the results are given for 25 kHz channel separation.

Firstly, let us focus on operational modes with exponential modulations, Figure 3.4. It can be seen that
the emf sensitivity limit of +3 dBμV (-110 dBm @ 50 Ω) is fulfilled with margin for both modulations
(2CPFSK, 4CPFSK) when running at the symbol rate of 10.4 kBaud. When higher symbol rates are
selected, these modulations loss their power efficiency rapidly and for the selected symbol rate of
17.3 kBaud, the sensitivities lower down to the values of −107 dBm @ BER=10-2 and
−102 dBm @ BER=10-2 for 2CPFSK and 4CPFSK respectively. This discrepancy is caused mainly
due to the fact that there is a significantly lower frequency deviation used at the higher symbol rates.
The decrease in power efficiency with increasing spectrum efficiency is not linear as for the typical linear
modulations. Although possible, this example documents that the increase in spectrum efficiency of
exponential modulation techniques cannot be considered for efficient use of assigned bandwidth.

Fig. 3.4: Maximum usable sensitivity measurement results for different settings of exponential
modulations.

The second set of measurement results, presented in Figure 3.5, documents the power efficiency
analysis of operational modes based on the linear modulation techniques. It can be seen that when
using the linear π/4-DQPSK, the radio receiver can still reach the data sensitivity limit even for
17.3 kBaud with a 2 dB margin. Even from this comparison it is evident that the π/4-DQPSK mode of
operation outperforms the 4-CPFSK at higher spectrum efficiencies. Further increase in spectrum effi-
ciency can be reached by higher order constellations such as D8PSK and 16DEQAM and the radio
receiver can still maintain practically applicable sensitivities of −107 dBm @ BER=10-2 and
−105 dBm @ BER=10-2 respectively.
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Fig. 3.5: Maximum usable sensitivity measurement results. Channel separation 25 kHz.

3.2.2. Efficient use of narrowband radio channel

As it has been written in the Section 1, the radio transceiver in exponential modulation mode can make
use of higher transmitter power. In order to take this fact into account the system gain (SG) or the
maximum allowed path loss (2.2)

SG [dB] = Pout- S , (2.2)

is usually calculated for the wireless communication systems. Here the Pout is the available transmitter
power expressed in dBm and S is the measured value of radio receiver sensitivity, also in dBm. It ex-
presses the referential value of the link budget, assuming 0 dBi of antennas gain and together with the
spectrum efficiency given by (2.3) it expresses how effectively the radio device uses its assigned
bandwidth

Rb
η [bit/s/Hz] = —— . (2.3)

B

In (2.3), theRb is the raw bit rate given in [bits/s] and B is the frequency bandwidth assigned to the radio
system, 25 kHz in particular.

All these performance characteristics are collectively given in Table 3.2. It can be seen that even with
the lower available transmitter power, the radio transceiver can reach wider system gain at higher
spectrum efficiencies while running in linear as oppose to the exponential modulation mode. On the
other hand, if the long distance coverage is of the primary application concern, even the 2CPFSK
modulation having spectrum efficiency of 0.4 bit/s/Hz, but the system gain of impressive, 157 dB, can
be a reasonable option.
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Tab. 3.2: Overall performance characteristics of the narrowband radio transceiver for selected
modes of operation.

System
Gain

Available
Output
Power

Data
Sensitivity
@ BER 10-2

Spectrum
Efficiency

Raw Bit
Rate

Symbol
Rate

Modul.
Param.

Modulation
Format

[dB][dBm][dBm][bit/s/Hz][kbits/s][kBaud][-][-]

15740-1170.4210.4210.42
h=0.6,
α=0.28

2CPFSK

14740-1070.6917.3617.36
h=0.2,
α=0.28

15340-1130.8320.8310.42
h=0.3,
α=0.28

4CPFSK

14240-1021.3934.7217.36
h=0.1,
α=0.28

14735-1121.3934.7217.36α=0.4π/4-DQPSK
14235-1072.0852.0817.36α=0.4D8PSK
13833-1052.7869.4417.36α=0.416-DEQAM

Measurement uncertainty ±2 dB

3.3. Conclusion

As it was shown in this paper, the strict limits of the referenced standard as well as the state of the
technology hindered increasing the communication efficiency with which the narrowband systems have
been using the occupied frequency bandwidth. The key limiting factor that has been identified was the
limit of adjacent channel power attenuation. Lessening the requirement from -70 dBc to -60 dBc in
2007 has opened up the closed door for implementation of linear digital modulation techniques. However,
as it has been shown in later sections, a reasonable use of the exponential modulation can be still be-
neficial for these systems. Based on the results presented, the most important concluding notes can
be seen in the following:

• When the long distance coverage as well as the overall power efficiency are of the primary applic-
ation concern, the use of exponential modulation techniques 2CPFSK and 4CPFSK at relatively
low symbol rates e.g 10.4 kBaud can be the recommended option. In this case, the nonlinear
modulation techniques can make use of higher frequency deviation and increase the system gain
by outstanding values of receiver sensitivities. At the 10 W of output power the system gain of
157 dB and 153 dB for 2CPFSK and 4CPFSK modulation techniques respectively can be expected.

• When higher symbol rates are selected, the exponential modulation techniques lose their power
efficiency (and their main advantage) significantly. Further increase of the exponential modulation
spectrum efficiency from the values currently being used by the narrowband systems (up to 1 bit/s/Hz)
can be therefore considered inefficient.

• From all the modulation formats studied, the π/4-DQPSK can provide the narrowband LMR system
with communication efficiency closest to the optimal communication systems. The proposed solution
based on this modulation technique can reach the spectrum efficiency of up to 1.5 bit/s/Hz. The
data sensitivity limit required by [1] can also by fulfilled with margin of 2-3 dB, resulting in the system
gain of 147 dB.
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• For applications where higher data throughputs are needed the additional increase in spectrum ef-
ficiency can be gained by D8PSK and 16-DEQAM modulation formats. However, compared to π/4-
DQPSK, an increase in overall communication efficiency cannot be expected, while there is the in-
evitable penalty in power efficiency characteristic.
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[1] ETSI EN 300 113-1 V1.6.2 (2009-11), Electromagnetic compatibility and Radio spectrum Mat-
ters (ERM), Part 1: Technical characteristics and methods of measurement. European Standard.
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4. Autospeed
Normally all radio modems in a network have to transmit with the same data rate on the same radio
channel. The Autospeed feature of RipEX enables different speeds to be used simultaneously in a radio
modem network.

The following picture gives an example of a network layout. Let us assume, that all signals are strong
enough to ensure almost perfect operation:

Fig. 4.1: Autospeed - initial situation

After some time situation changes and path loss on one of these links significantly increases, rendering
the communication unreliable:

Fig. 4.2: Autospeed - problem

What can we do:

• Change antennas on one or both sides of the link
• Use higher masts on one or both sides of the link
• Build additional repeater(s)
• Lower the data rate significantly to increase the system gain

The first three possibilities require time and money, i.e. additional investment. The fourth possibility
(when applied to whole network, as it normally is the case) would slow down the response time (two
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to four times) of the whole network, quite probably making it unusable for the application. RipEX Auto-
speed feature allows to change the transmission data rate at the affected radios only, the rest of the
network may continue in full speed. Consequently the overall performance of network is maintained
practically at the same level while no additional investment is required. More over, the whole fix can
be done in minutes from behind a web-browser screen while sitting in your office.

Of course a similar scenario can be used right from the moment of planning a new network. The invest-
ment cost can be reduced by purposefully configuring the few „difficult“ radio links to a lower data rate.

The above scenarios are made possible by the unique capability of RipEX to automatically adjust its
receiver to the data rate of the incoming frame. Note that when an ACK frame is sent by the receiving
RipEX, it always uses the same data rate as the frame it acknowledges. The only limitation of this
feature is that all the frames have to have the same symbol rate and the same principle of modulation
(i.e. CPFSK or linear).

Modulation types which can be combined within one approval type (FCC or CE):

2CPFSK & 4CPFSK with or without FEC
or

D2PSK & Pi/4DQPSK & D8PSK &16DEQAM with or without FEC

The improvement in system gain value using this technique may be more than 15 dB. Increasing gain
of antenna system by that value would be impractical, often impossible – the „difficult“ hops are designed
to use high-gain directional antennas from the beginning. Hence the Autospeed may make a radio
modem network the optimum choice in situations where it could not be economically feasible before.

16DEQAM16DEQAM

16DEQAM

16DEQAM
16DEQAM

16DEQAM

p/4DQPSK

p/4DQPSK
16DEQAM

Fig. 4.3: Autospeed - solution
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5. Back-to-Back repeater
This layout and settings may be used if you need to operate different parts of the radio network on
different frequencies. Connection between these two parts is realised by Back2Back connection between
two RipEX's (hereafter referred to as border RipEX's), each of which operates on different frequency.

5.1. Back to Back in Bridge mode

Ethernet

If end devices are connected to RipEX's over Ethernet, border RipEX's can be connected with an
Ethernet cable. IP addresses of all RipEX's as well as connected devices must be within the same
LAN. Ethernet interfaces must be interconnected for proper function of remote service access.

COM

If end devices are connected to RipEX's over COM interface, one (any of the two) COM port of a border
RipEX must be connected to a COM port of the other border RipEX using RS232 crossover cable or
null modem. Communication parameters of both connected ports must be set to the same values, we
recommend using the highest available speed.

Important

Border RipEX's should be interconnected via one COM port only, connecting both COM
ports would create a loop.

Limitation: If a device is connected to the free COM port of a border RipEX, it only sends data to its
part of the radio network. Data from all other COM ports of other RipEX's throughout the entire network
will be delivered to both COM ports of all other RipEX's.
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Fig. 5.1: Crosslink serial cable

Ethernet + COM

If end devices are connect to RipEX's both over Ethernet and COM ports, or if you require remote access
to a network which uses COM ports, border RipEX's must be interconnected both via Ethernet (see
1.1) and COM (see 1.2).

5.2. Back to Back in Router mode

In Router mode border RipEX's are interconnected by Ethernet cable. Routing in both parts of the
network must be set up so that communication passes through the Ethernet interface of the border
RipEX's. We recommend splitting both radio networks to two separate LAN networks.
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Fig. 5.3: Back2Back in router mode
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6. Combining MORSE and RipEX networks
When expanding a MORSE network with RipEX radio modems, different arrangements are possible.
In the following paragraphs we assume that the whole network is divided into two parts – the MORSE
part and the RipEX part. The two parts are interconnected through two radio modems – one MRxxx
and one RipEX, hereafter referred to as border radio modems. As RipEX and MRxxx radio channel
protocols are not compatible, we strongly recommend you use different frequencies for either part of
the network.

6.1. RipEX part in Bridge mode

There are two basic scenarios:

• Terminal devices are connected to Ethernet interface
• Terminal devices are connected to COM port

6.1.1. Terminal devices connected over Ethernet

If terminal devices are connected over Ethernet, the border RipEX and MRxxx should also be intercon-
nected by an Ethernet cable. The IP addresses of all devices in the network should belong to a single
LAN.

The picture shows MORSE network settings; note the use of Proxy ARP in IP-M-IP mode.
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Fig. 6.1: RipEX - MR400 in Bridge mode

6.1.2. Terminal devices connected to COM

The COM port of the border RipEX and the RS232 of the border MRxxx are connected with a crosslink
serial cable, see Fig. 6.2, “Crosslink serial cable”.

The COM port protocol at the border MRxxx must be the same as protocol used by the other MORSE
devices in the network. In some special cases, the ASYNC LINK protocol can be used for the border
interconnection.
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If the Master is located on the side of the MRxxx, the border MRxxx should be set to Slave. Depending
on the SCC interface used the MRxxx should use Multiaddressing with addresses of all the Slave units
on the RipEX network.

If the Master is located on the side of the RipEX, the border MRxxx is set like it was connected to the
Master and the Node of the connected SCC interface has to correspond to the Master's address.
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Fig. 6.2: Crosslink serial cable

6.2. RipEX in Router mode

There are two basic scenarios:

• Terminal devices are connected over Ethernet
• Terminal devices are connected over COM interface

6.2.1. Terminal devices connected over Ethernet

In this scenario the border RipEX and MRxxx should be interconnected with an Ethernet cable.

Routing in both parts of the network should be set up so that communication between them is channeled
over the border modems. It is recommended that terminal devices in the two parts of the network are
located on separate LAN's.

The picture shows MORSE network settings.
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Fig. 6.3: RipEX - MR400 in Router mode
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6.2.2. Terminal devices connected to COM

A MORSE network can only be expanded with RipEX modems if the application protocol is supported
both by MORSE and RipEX, or if RipEX's UNI protocol can be used instead. If you want to use protocols
which are not implemented in RipEX by default, please consult RACOM's technical support.

The COM port of the border RipEX and the RS232 of the border MRxxx are connected with crosslink
serial cable, see Fig. 6.2, “Crosslink serial cable”.

If the Master is located in the MORSE part of the network, the border MRxxx should use Multiaddressing
for addresses of all Slaves in the RipEX network. Protocol settings should reflect that. The border RipEX
then should be set up as connected to the Master using the appropriate protocol (address translation
using a mask or table, routing rules).

If the Master unit is located on the RipEX side of the network, rules for address translation should direct
all the packets sent to Slave units of the MORSE network to the COM port connected to the border
MRxxx. This COM port should then use an appropriate protocol in Slave mode. In the border RipEX
the timeout for response from technology should be extended from 500 ms to several seconds (the
response time will depend on the size of the MORSE network) – this parameter can only be set in CLI.
On the MORSE side, the protocol should be set to Master.
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7. Profibus
Radio modem RipEX supports the most widely spread Profibus (Process Field Bus) type designated
Profibus DP (Decentralized Periphery) type 0 (see http://www.profibus.com/technology/profibus/).

Profibus DP is designed for fast master–slave communication. The central master unit communicates
with the remote slaves using RS485 bus. They are typically connected by twisted pair cabling. The
cable length between two RS485 repeaters is limited (from 100 to 1200 m), depending on the bit rate
used. The RipEX Profibus DP implementation allows for RS485 to be replaced by radio network, either
partially or entirely. This significantly increases the potential distance between the individual nodes or
even enables you to get rid of cable links altogether.

7.1. Bridge and Router modes

RipEX operates in two basic modes, Bridge and Router. Network topology determines which one is
the more suitable for your specific application (see chapter RipEX in detail1 of the manual).

Apart from network layouts designed in this manual, we also recommend using Router mode if alongside
the central RipEX some PLC Slaves are also connected to the PLC Master over RS485 while others
connect over the radio network.

This is because in Bridge mode RipEX would broadcasts to radio channel each packet received on
RS485. This could cause slower communication in some situations, and even collisions when a repeater
is used. In Router mode only the packets destined for remote PLC Slaves are broadcast over the radio
channel while packets sent to the PLC Slaves connected directly over RS485 are ignored.
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Fig. 7.1: RS485 and Radio network

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/ripex-detail.html
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7.2. Profibus settings

We will only be looking at the basic communication parameters of the protocol – other parameters
correspond to the standard Profibus DPV0. Profibus protocol is very sensitive to DP Slave response
times. Delays are common in radio networks; this should be taken into account when setting up
Profibus communication parameters.

Recommended default Profibus settings for data transfer using RipEX radio modems:

16 383 t_bitTslot_Init:
50 t_bitMax. Tsdr:
11 t_bitMin. Tsdr:
1 t_bitTset:
0 t_bitTqui:

Explanation of acronyms:

Tslot_init (Slot-time): This indicates how long a DP Master should wait for a response from a DP
Slave before it repeats a packet or sends another. The maximum value is 16 383.

Max. Tsdr (Maximum Station Delay of Responders): Sets the maximum DP Slave response time.
This value is the same for all DP Slaves and is distributed from the DP Master at the beginning of their
communication. This value must be lower than Tslot_init (Slot-time).

Min. Tsdr: Sets the minimum DP Slave response time. 11 to 255 bit values are permitted. This value
is the same for all DP Slaves and is distributed from the DP Master at the beginning of their communic-
ation. This value must be lower than Max. Tsdr.

Tset: Sets delay. This is used to postpone broadcasting of the next packet. This parameter enables
you to create space for other communication on RipEX network.

Tqui (Quit time): Sets the switching time between reception and broadcasting. This must be lower
than Min. Tsdr.

Note: All times are given in bits. 1 t_bit = 1 / Baud rate [seconds]

Baud rate – data transfer speedA single bit time
9600 bps104.2 μs

19200 bps52.1 μs

Example of Profibus DP settings in STEP 7

Under network layout click the right mouse button to open Object Properties:
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DP slave properties window opens. Click on the PROFIBUS button:

Properties – PROFIBUS window opens. Select the Transmission Rate (19.2 Kbps or 9.6 Kbps) under
the Network Settings tab. The recommended value is 19.2 Kbps. Under Profile select User Defined
and click Bus Parameters.
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PROFIBUS_DP is the most important settings window; fill in settings as shown below, click Recalculate
and confirm by clicking OK. Confirm the values in all open windows and click the icon Download to
Module. Tslot_Init is a value which fundamentally influences operation of the entire device. 16 383 t_bit
is the maximum value which helps test radio transmission. We recommend setting as described in
chapter "Advanced Settings – Calculation of minimum slot time".

7.3. RipEX settings

7.3.1. Operating mode

See chapter Advanced configuration2 of the manual.

If there is no more than a single repeater on your network, we recommend using Bridge mode. Profibus
DP is always a master–slave type network in which there is no danger of radio channel collisions.

2 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html
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Fig. 7.2: ACK Off

Router mode should only be used where network topology
does not allow for Bridge mode to be used (see page YY of
the manual). If you choose to use Router mode we recom-
mend switching off acknowledgement on the radio channel.
This speeds up packet transmission on the radio channel.
Repetition of undelivered packets is ensured through the
application layer of the DP Master.

7.3.2. COM 2

Profibus DP utilises RS485 interface. This interface can only
be set to COM2 in RipEX. COM2 functionality is conditioned by using the appropriate software key,
see chapter Maintenance3 of the manual.

COM2 settings must correspond to PLC device settings. We recommend setting port speed to 9600
for complex networks or 19200 bps for networks without re-translation (the timing is derived from the
length of a single bit).

Idle state can be reduced to as little as 1.

In Router mode, set Protocol to Profibus.

For explanation of the individual parameters refer to on-line help in the web interface or chapter Settings4

of the manual.

Note: If Profibus IP's do not correspond to RipEX IP's (e.g. several PLC Slaves are connected to a
RipEX over a single bus), addresses must be translated using a table.

7.4. Advanced settings

7.4.1. Calculation of minimum slot time

Setting the appropriate (minimum) Tslot_Init value for a given network may significantly shorten the
total DP Slave polling cycle. If one of the DP Slaves is out of order or if its response is lost, the DP
Master will only wait for a set minimum time before sending another query. The value should be set to
maximum to prevent problems.

The calculator on http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/radio-modem-ripex.html#calculation enables you
to calculate the RTT (round trip time).

Set the PLC Master to Ethernet interface in the calculator (Profibus protocol timing is based on the last
sent byte; time on Master's RS485 does not figure in this calculation).

RTT for Bridge mode can be used directly; for Router mode the resulting average RTT needs to be
multiplied by constant 1.25 to receive the maximum achieved RTT.

Calculate the recommended Tslot_Init as follows:

Tslot_Init = RTT * (Port speed in bps) / 1000

3 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html
4 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html
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7.4.2. Router mode - timing

Router mode web based settings may cause time problems in more complex networks. CLI lets you
adjust radio channel access parameters and set up repetition taking into account the number of re-
translations in your radio network.

If you only use the Profibus protocol with RipEX and no other broadcast interferes with your network,
you can configure certain parameters to shorten the access time to channel using CLI. If you want to
use packet acknowledgement on the radio channel, you can shorten the repetition timeout if ACK is
turned off.

Set up using CLI:

cli_cnf_set_device_mode:

Turns on ACK-ack n
Number of retries 2-retries 2
Turns off progressive retries-rto-prog f
Shortens the retry timeout to the minimum value of 10 Bytes-rto-fix 10
Shortens the variable retry timeout to the minimum value of 10 Bytes-rto-var 10
Will receive immediately after request – random channel access is not used-slots-rx 0
Will transmit immediately after request – random channel access is not used-slots-tx 0

Same settings should be used for all devices.

To find out more about CLI, see RipEX manual chapter CLI Configuration5.

Set the following in Profibus parameters:

Tslot_Init 16383

Note: This setting is only appropriate for certain types of networks; changes should only be made by
experienced users!

Connecting RS 485

Connector layout of RipEX COM 2 for RS 485 and the corresponding PIN's on Siemens Simatic S7.

5 5

9 98 87 76 6

1 12 23 34 4

SIEMENS RIPEX

38 23

Fig. 7.3: RS485 connection

5 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/cli-conf.html
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8. Modbus TCP/RTU
Use of Modbus in RipEX.

RipEX supports Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP as well as their combinations:

Tab. 8.1:

Available with
Operatingmode

Radio network behaviourRemotes’
protocol

Centre
protocol

Bridge, RouterModbus RTU over Radio channelRTURTU1
RouterModbus RTU over Radio channelRTUMultiple Mas-

ters RTU
1.1

Bridge, RouterTCP/IP protocol over Radio channelTCPTCP2
RouterTCP/IP protocol locally between Modbus device

and RipEX. TCP/IP overhead is not transferred
over Radio channel

TCPTCP3

RouterConversion of Modbus TCP to Modbus RTU on
the remote units

RTUTCP4

RouterUsing 3 and 4Combination
of TCP and
RTU

TCP5

RouterTCP master communicates with TCP or RTU
slaves, RTU Master only communicates with RTU
slaves, utilising 1.1 and 5

Combination
of TCP and
RTU

Multiple TCP
and multiple
RTU masters

6

8.1. Modbus RTU

A standard simple network design with a single Master and several Slaves running Modbus RTU.
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RS232
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RS232
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S

RS232

Modbus RTU
S

RS485

Modbus RTU
S

Fig. 8.1: Modbus RTU

In Bridge mode, set the type of communication interface (RS232 or RS485) for the COM port as well
as the parameters of the serial interface, both for the Master and Slave.
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In Router mode, set the COM port of your Master RipEX to Modbus (Mode of Connected device). To
translate Modbus addresses to RipEX format and vice versa either use a mask (if RipEX addresses
mirror the Modbus ones) or table. A table must be used if there are several Modbus slaves behind a
single RipEX (RS485 or both COM1 and COM2). For more information refer to on-line help or chapter
Protocols / Common parameters1 of the manual.

In addition, set Modbus to Slave on all remote units. If you intend to broadcast in Modbus, set the re-
quired parameters. For more information refer to on-line help or chapter Protocols / Slave2 of the
manual.

8.1.1. Modbus RTU with multiple Masters
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Fig. 8.2: Modbus RTU with multiple Masters

RipEX allows for several Masters to operate at the same time and to communicate with the same
Slaves. Router mode is presumed in this design. RipEX settings remain the same as above. Each
Slave responds directly to the Master unit which queries it – i.e. if Master A issues a query to a Slave,
the response is sent exclusively to Master A. If a single Slave is queried by two Masters at once,
queries are resolved one by one. Query from the second Master is queued inside RipEX until it receives
a response from Slave RTU on its serial interface or until 500 ms timeout has passed.

8.2. Modbus TCP

A standard simple network with a single Master and several Slaves running Modbus TCP. A TCP/IP
connection is established and maintained between Master PLC and Slave RTU across the entire radio
network.

In Bridge mode, no special setup is required. RipEX operates as an intelligent Bridge. For more inform-
ation refer to on-line help or chapter ETH / Modbus TCP3 of the manual.

In Router mode, routing must be set up in the radio network. Communication between the IP address
of the Modbus Master and IP addresses of all Modbus Slaves is necessary. Remember to set Modbus
TCP/RTU and Terminal Servers (under Settings/Ethernet) to Off.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#com_par
2 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#slave
3 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/h-menu.html#modbus
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Fig. 8.3: Modbus TCP

8.3. Modbus TCP, local TCP/IP connection

Note - Only works in Router mode.

TCP connection is established only locally between Modbus devices and the connected RipEX units.
TCP protocol overhead is not transmitted over the Radio channel. Secured TCP/IP transfer is not ne-
cessary because in Router mode every packet in the Radio channel is acknowledged on every radio
hop. A packet is therefore repeated directly in the part of the network where it is lost, not across the
entire radio network as in TCP/IP. This improves latency and increases network throughput.
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Fig. 8.4: Modbus TCP local

Set your Modbus TCP Master to use a single IP to communicate with Modbus TCP Slaves (RipEX
ethernet IP) and set TCP port to 502. Communication begins on port 502 from where it is redirected
to other RipEX ports, corresponding to the individual RTU’s, based on negotiation with the Modbus
TCP Master.

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus TCP Master:
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• Set Modbus TCP/RTU to On. Type the port number on which the connected Modbus TCP Master
initiates communication, by default 502, into “My TCP Port” field.

• Select how you want to translate Modbus addresses to RipEX IP addresses (using mask or table).
Set the UDP interface to Terminal server (TS1-TS5). Set the same TS for remote RipEX’s too.

Note

The maximum number of concurrent TCP/IP connections between a Modbus TCP device
and RipEX is set to 10 due to limited computing capacity. (Note: The number of concurrently
open TCP/IP connections can be increased using CLI if necessary.) Modbus TCP Master
must be set to not open more than 10 TCP/IP connections at any given time.

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus TCP Slave:

• Modbus TCP/RTU - Off
• Terminal Servers - On
• Set the Terminal Server (see RipEX Master settings) to TCP and set My Port to 502. Use the address

of the connected Modbus Slave as the destination IP and fill in the destination port number which
the connected Modbus Slave device scans for incoming communication.

• Set Protocol to UNI and Mode of Connected device to Slave.

8.4. Master - Modbus TCP, slaves - Modbus RTU

Note - Only works in Router mode.

Master establishes a local TCP connection to RipEX using Modbus TCP protocol, as described in chap.
3. A packet is securely sent over the Radio network to RipEX to which the destination Slave is connected
by COM port. The RipEX translates the packet to Modbus RTU format and sends it to the connected
Slave using Modbus RTU protocol.
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RS232

Modbus RTU
S

S

RS232

Modbus RTU
S

RS485

Modbus RTU
S

ETH

Modbus TCP

Local TCP

connection

M

Fig. 8.5: Modbus TCP - RTU

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus TCP Master:

• Select the type of translation from Modbus to RipEX IP address (mask or table), as described in
chapter 3.
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• Set the UDP interface to COM1 or COM2 depending on the port that the remote RipEX uses to
connect to the Slave device.

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus RTU Slave:

• As described in chapter 1 set the appropriate COM to Modbus and the Mode of Connected to Slave.

8.5. Master Modbus TCP, slaves Modbus RTU or Modbus TCP

RipEX radio modems enable full featured cooperation between the Master using Modbus TCP and
slave devices using Modbus RTU or Modbus TCP within a single network.
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Local TCP

connection
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ETH
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ETH

Modbus TCP

Local TCP connection

S
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Fig. 8.6: Modbus TCP, Slave RTU or TCP

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus TCP Master:

• Set the translation from Modbus to RipEX IP addresses to table-based, as described in chapter 3.
• For devices connected over Modbus RTU, set the UDP interface to COM1 or COM2 (as in chapter

4).
• For devices connected over Modbus TCP, set the UDP interface to TS1-TS5, as described in chapter

3.
• You can define address ranges in the table for greater ease of use.

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus RTU Slave:

• See chapters 4 and 1 respectively.

To set up RipEX connected to Modbus TCP Slave:

• See chapter 3.

8.6. Multiple Modbus TCP or Modbus RTU Masters and Slaves

Any combination of network designs described in chapters 1–5 is possible. The only limitation is that
a Master with Modbus RTU cannot communicate with a Slave using Modbus TCP.
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A Slave with Modbus RTU protocol may simultaneously communicate with masters using Modbus TCP
and Modbus RTU. The network will deliver responses only to the Master which issued the queries using
the appropriate protocol.

The individual settings are described in chapters 1–5.
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Fig. 8.7: Modbus TCP, Slave RTU or TCP
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9. UNI protocol
UNI is the "Universal" protocol utility designed by RACOM. It is not a new SCADA protocol, it can actually
process different protocols of different vendors. It supports both the standard MASTER -SLAVE and
the MULTI MASTER types of communication. At least one Master is required in the network.

The SCADA protocol to be handled by the UNI has to meet solely the following condition: There has
to be an 8 or 16 bit* protocol address in every message generated by a Master station and the address
position in all messages has to be the same. The position of address in the reply from an RTU is not
relevant, because the reply is always send back to the address where the request originated.

Note

Some SCADA protocols use two byte ASCII address, which is an ASCII representation of
an 8 bit address in the hexadecimal format (e.g. "8C" means 8-bit value 0x8C in hex / 140
in decimal notation).

Address bytes for some protocols:

3rd BytePR2000
2nd ByteRDS
8th Byte (without local ACK)Mars-A
2nd ByteHirsch

9.1. MASTER – SLAVE communication

Master reads the address byte defined by configuration and generates the destination IP address using
the mask or the translation table. The message is then delivered to that IP address and the respective
UDP port (e.g. the port No 8882 which is assigned to the COM2 interface).

An example of Master configuration is in the picture above. The address translation then proceeds as
follows:
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The 5th byte from the incoming message from SCADA centre is used to replace the last byte of the
Base IP and the resulting IP address is used as the destination of the UDP datagram which contains
the original SCADA message.
Let assume that the content of 5th byte is 0x65 - then the IP destination address will be 10.0.0.101 and
the UDP port 8882.

The translation by a table is more versatile, however it requires an extra line of configuration for every
remote in the network. The table has to be used when addresses of RipEX radiomodems and SCADA
RTUs do not match or different ports (interfaces) at different remotes have to be configured.

The example of table in the picture above demonstrates a situation when there are three SCADA
devices connected to the COM2 of a single RipEX unit over a RS485 bus.

The configuration of a Slave radiomodem is very simple, as demonstrated in the picture below. When
a UNI Slave receives the UDP datagram from RF channel, it takes the original SCADA message and
transmits it over the respective interface (the COM2 in our example).

If the SCADA device connected responds to the message within a timeout of 500 ms, the source IP
address of the received UDP datagram is used as the destination for the response.(Note only one
packet is accepted as a response). When the timeout expires, all messages received by the serial in-
terface are discarded.
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9.2. MASTER – SLAVE with several Masters

The behaviour of Master and Slave is exactly the same as in the previous scenario, i.e. a Slave always
responds to the address from which the request was sent. If by chance two simultaneous requests
from different Masters are received by a slave radiomodem, the RipEX radio modem waits for the first
reply from the connected SCADA device before transmitting the request which arrived second. The
500 ms timeout applies again, i.e. when there is no reply for the first request, the second one is trans-
mitted after the timeout expires.

9.3. MASTER – MASTER

The Master - Master communication is possible. The translation of addresses is proceeded with every
packet incoming to the RipEX radio modem from connected SCADA equipment, thus it is suitable for
SCADA protocols containing the destination address in all packets.

The Poll Response Control has to be set to OFF for the MASTER-MASTER type of communication.

9.4. MASTER UNI – ASYNC LINK SLAVES

The combination of the UNI and the ASYNC LINK protocols is useful for networks where one application
master communicates with many slaves and the slaves are allowed to spontaneously send messages
to the master. The UNI-Master RipEX§s address is configured as the ASYNC LINK protocol destination
address at all the slaves. This arrangement makes the syntax of application protocol messages generated
by slave completely arbitrary. All slave messages are transparently delivered to the application master.
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Note that, similarly to the MASTER-MASTER mode, the Poll Response Control at the Master RipEX
has to be set to Off.
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10. Channel access
Method of accessing the radio channel may significantly affect the overall reliability of packet transmis-
sion. Even in a simple polling-type application, which never generates more than a single packet at a
time, collisions may occur when repeaters are used. The goal of channel access is either to eliminate
collisions completely, or to reduce their probability while ensuring that systematic repeated collisions
never happen. RipEX provides different channel access methods in different modes and optimum
configuration can be found for every communication scheme and network layout.

10.1. Collisions

What is so special about collisions that they deserve that much attention? Well, they are a special case
of interference (“friendly fire”, a military reporter would say), which may very seriously harm network
performance.

A collision happens, when two (or more) transmissions in the network overlap in time. Radio modem
A transmits a packet for B, C transmits for D. In well designed network the respective signal levels (i.e.
A received at B, C received at D) do ensure error-less reception. For the period of time when these
two transmissions overlap, signal from C at receiver input B and signal A at D act as interference signals,
reducing the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio). If B and D are in the same area, the difference in signal
strength is small and so is the resulting SNR at both receivers. Consequently the BER (Bit Error Rate)
at both receivers jumps to unacceptable level and none of the packets is successfully received. That
is the basic principle of a collision.

There are two very harming features of collisions:

The first is a systematic repeated collision. No application generates a totally random traffic pattern.
So it may happen (and it does happen), that a certain sequence of packets in a certain network layout
generates a collision and it generates this collision repeatedly, in fact always. The result is that certain
specific packets are never delivered, regardless of number of retries set at the application level. Imagine
a SCADA system never capable of performing one specific task, while all communication tests report
that links are in perfect shape. It would be very tempting to blame the SCADA, while the true problem
is a systematic collision, i.e. wrong network design. Ways to avoid such collisions are described further
in this document.

The second dangerous feature of collisions is just a direct consequence of probability laws. The most
effective communication scheme for many applications is the report-by-exception mode, which can
vastly reduce the amount of mainly useless traffic generated by polling-type systems. Report-by-excep-
tion means though, that collisions can never be ruled out completely, hence a collision-solving system
must be an integral part of the protocol in the radio channel (RipEX in router mode provides such protocol
of course). Solving a collision means retransmission, typically a delayed retransmission. Consequently
the probability of another packet being generated by the application in the meantime increases by the
delay, and it increases at both parties involved in the collision. That results in an increased probability
of next collision to happen...and so on. This principle makes report-by-exception networks very sensitive
to bursty loads. Whenever the load increases over certain limit (we may say “normal” network capacity),
number of collisions grows exponentially, reducing the instant network capacity well below normal
situation. Series of lost packets and very long delivery times are the result from the application point
of view. While the network for report-by-exception application has to be designed to provide maximum
capacity possible, it is recommended to take measures to avoid burst load generation at the application
level. Limiting the possible load generated by a single device can help to avoid the whole network col-
lapse just because one remote unit goes suddenly “crazy” (e.g. generates hundreds of “exceptions”
per second).
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10.2. Bridge mode

In Bridge mode, a packet is transmitted to the radio channel immediately, without any checking
whether the radio channel is occupied or not. If other radio was transmitting simultaneously, a collision
would occur and both packets would be lost. Consequently Bridge mode can be used only for applications
which never generate more than a single message at a time, e.g. master-slave polling applications.
Still appropriate measures have to be taken to avoid collisions in special situations.

10.2.1. Bridge mode with Repeaters

Repeaters can be used in the Bridge mode in order to extend the radio coverage. Considering the re-
peated packets, it is necessary to schedule the access to the radio channel to avoid systematic collisions.
In a polling-type network, there is a request packet from centre to remote, to which the remote responds
immediately. When a remote receives the request directly from the centre, its immediate response
would collide with the repeated request, so it would be never received by the centre – a perfect example
of a systematic collision.

Packet header contains information about the number of Repeaters on the route, i.e. how many times
the packet can be possibly repeated. This number is decremented when passing through each Repeater.
The remote radio modem which receives the packet must delay its own transmission for a period. This
delay is calculated from the number of the remaining repetitions, the packet length and the modulation
rate in the radio channel. Repeaters always transmit immediately, without any delay.

Example:

There are 4 radios in the network operated in the Bridge mode. Everyone can receive each other except
Radio 4, which is not able to receive Radio 1 and vice versa. Therefore, in the Radio 3 the Repeater
function is turned on, and it mediates the connection between 1 and 4.

441

2

3 REP
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First, packet A is broadcast from Radio 1.

Radio 2 receives Packet A and sends it to its COM. In the instant when it starts the reception of Packet
A, Radio 2 calculates (from information in the received packet header and from number of repeaters
in its own setting) the time delay which is needed for the delivery of Packet A through the repeater
(repeaters). When the response from the connected device arrives via COM (Packet B), the Radio 2
postpones its transmission for the delay.

Tx

Radio 1

header

no Tx

RadioTx, Rx

AA

Tx

Radio 2 BB

COM

COM

Rx

Radio 3 REP B

data

Rx

header A

A

Rx

A
Tx

A
Tx

B

Rx

B
Rx

A
Rx

B Radio 4 BA

In the meantime, Radio 3 (Repeater) receives Packet A and repeats it to the radio channel immediately.
Radio 4 receives the Packet A and then Packet B and sends them both to the COM. Packet B is also
received by Radio 3 and immediately repeated. Whenever a radio receives a copy± of the same
packet during the calculated delay, it discards it as a repeated packet. Note that the picture does not
show all the packets at all the radios.

Repeater is configured in the Settings / Device / Operating Mode menu, for Radio 3 (left) and Radio 1,
2, 4 (right):

The delay period based on number of repeaters solves the collision between a repeated packet and a
possible response. When more than one repeater is used in a Bridge-mode network, collisions between
repeated packets from different repeaters may occur. These cannot be solved by simple delays, rather
a sophisticated anti-collision protocol is required. The RipEX Router mode is recommended to be used
in more complex networks with multiple repeaters. Nevertheless if certain conditions on signal coverage
(sometimes non-coverage) among repeaters, centre and remotes are met, the Bridge mode for a
polling-type application can be used. See the chapter Bridge mode1 in RipEX Manual.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/ripex-detail.html
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10.2.2. Time division of responses in Bridge mode

There is also the Tx delay setting in the menu. It shall be used in Bridge mode if multiple RTUs connected
to slave stations reply to a broadcast query from the centre. It is necessary to spread out their replies
to the radio channel in terms of time, otherwise a massive collision occurs. It can be achieved by setting
the TX delay parameter to an adequate sequence of TX delays (e.g. 0, 100, 200 ms as in the example
below) in individual remote RipEXes. The slave RipEXes will enter the radio channel successively and
no collisions will occur.

Note: The TX delay applies to every packet that is sent out to the radio channel.

Example:

The Centre broadcasts request and the RTUs 1, 2 and 3 generate the response and send it out to their
respective RipEX.

Radio

Radio 1

Radio 2

RTU 1

Centre

Radio 3

RTU 2

RTU 3

Request

Radio

Radio 1

Radio 2

RTU 1

Radio 3

RTU 2

RTU 3

Response

A

B

C

Centre

Radios 1, 2 and 3 have the TX delay parameter set to 0, 100 and 200 ms, respectively. Therefore,
Radio 1 starts transmitting just after reception of the frame from COM port. Upon 100 ms later, when
Radio 1 has completed transmission, Radio2 starts transmitting. Finally, 200 ms after the reception of
the packet from RTU, Radio 3 starts its transmission. All three responses are thus sequentially sent to
the Centre and no collision happens.

Tx

Radio 1

Radio Transmission

Radio Receiving

A

Radio 2B

COM

COM

Radio 3

Rx Rx Rx

A B C Centre

A

C

time 0

Tx

B

Tx

C

A B C

Tx dellay 2

Tx dellay 3

Tx dellay 1 = 0

The TX delay parameter coresponds to multiples of maximum packet length expected and shall be set
in miliseconds. The packet transmission time through radio channel can be calculated as follows:

t = (n + 12). 8/(b . fec)

where:
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- time needed for the packet transmissiont [ms]

- number of bytes transmitted (consider the longest possible
reply from RTU)

n [ - ]

- Modulation rateb [kbps]

- Forward Error Correctionfec [ - ]

fec = 1.00 if FEC = Off

fec = 0.75 if FEC = On

This calculation gives approximate results ( ± 3ms). When more accurate calculation is necessary,
please check the calculation tool on Racom web pages http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/radio-modem-
ripex.html#calculation

TX delay is configured in the Settings / Device / Operating Mode menu, for Radio 1 (left) and Radio 2
(right):

10.3. Bridge mode and COM stream

The COM port in Bridge mode can be switched into the Stream mode. In any other mode, a packet/frame
coming to RipEX over any interface has to be received completely before any further processing. In
Stream mode the incoming bytes are transmitted to radio channel with minimum possible delay, byte
by byte. Consequently nor checks neither processing of the data can be done. All the bytes are simply
broadcast to the radio channel and every radio modem which can receive them forwards them imme-
diately to its COM port(s).

Obviously there can not be any repeaters in the Stream mode and no measures against possible colli-
sions can be taken. The responsibility for collision-free communication remains solely with the application.
Consequently only simple master-slave polling-type applications, which never respond to broadcasts,
can use the Stream mode. This mode should be used solely in applications which would not work when
the normal store-and-forward regime is used because of the inevitable delays involved.

The Stream mode is configured in the Settings / Device / Operating Mode menu:
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10.4. Router Mode

10.4.1. Channel access in Router mode

The protocol in the radio channel in the Router mode of RipEX uses sophisticated method to prevent
and solve collisions. When a data packet with RSS above the configurable threshold or a data packet
destined for the RipEX itself are received it leads to the „busy channel“ state, as well as the RipEx's own
transmission.

When RipEX evaluates the channel as free, it calculates the Access period – time for which it has to
continue monitoring the channel before starting a transmission. Only when the channel stays free for
the Access period or more, RipEX starts transmitting whenever a packet destined to radio channel ar-
rives. If channel gets busy, the arriving packets have to wait in a queue and whole process starts from
the beginning.

The Access period calculation follows quite complex algorithm, which takes into account RipEX settings,
properties of the last packet sent or received and there is – very important – random element. The
result is an optimum performance of RipEX's in a report-by-exception network.

10.4.2. Solving collisions in Router mode

When report-by-exception application or multiple-master polling-type one loads the network, collisions
can not be avoided completely despite the sophisticated channel access method used. Then a collision-
solving algorithm becomes equally important.

The standard protocol feature of sending an Acknowledgement (ACK) to every data packet and retrans-
mitting it when no ACK comes takes care of all possible reasons for packet non-delivery, collisions in-
cluded. However retransmitting a packet increases the network load and so increases the collision
probability. Moreover, it is possible to create a systematic collision by e.g. a regular retransmissions
after the initial random collision. Thus the calculation of the retransmission time-out requires a sophist-
icated approach again. RipEX uses its settings, packet parameters, sequence number of the retrans-
mission and the necessary random element to calculate the time-out.

Retransmission feature is enabled by selecting “On” in the ACK listbox. By deciding on number of Retries
you define the very important compromise between the longest possible delivery time and the probab-
ility of a packet being lost. Note that this setting does not normally affect the typical (most probable)
delivery time in the network, since a typical packet is delivered without retransmissions.

Most applications require their data to be delivered completely and error-free, hence there are message
retransmissions at the application level. Note that the RF protocol (i.e. RipEX's) retransmissions are
always more effective than the application ones, since the radio modem can use more information from
the channel when calculating the retransmission time-out. Moreover, when repeaters are involved, re-
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transmitting over a single hop is always faster (and has a greater chance to succeed) than retransmitting
over the whole path. Consequently a reasonable approach is to set application time-out to maximum
value possible and use an adequate number of Retries in RipEX's in the network. Though the application
engineers may find it difficult to understand, such setting will make the application run faster.

There are few exceptions and hitches though. There are applications which rather send a fresh data
instead of simply retransmitting the original message. In such case, depending on the frequency of
fresh data from the application, the Retries should be set to 1 or ACK switched off completely. Sometimes
the application is hard-wired and the retransmission time-out cannot be changed – then it is better to
minimize or switch off RipEX's retransmissions again. The trickiest case is when the application centre
generates messages to non-existent or switched-off remotes (for any reason). When a remote site is
without power (including the RipEX) and the centre continues sending requests to that remote, the last
repeater will keep retransmitting these requests for full number of Retries set. More importantly, a long
retransmission time-out at the application level is not desirable any more, since it keeps the centre
from continuing the polling cycle. Nevertheless in any case it is beneficial to keep the number of applic-
ation retransmissions at the lowest setting available, i.e. zero if possible, and leave the RipEX network
to use the time available for the possible retransmitting.

To calculate the typical and maximum possible delivery time for different settings, please use the cal-
culator on Racom web pages, http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/ripex.html#calculation

The parameters discussed above are configured in the Router operating mode menu. Kindly see the
Help pages for further information.
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11. ARP Proxy & VLAN

11.1. Introduction

ARP proxy can be used when RTU's IP addresses behind different RipEX units are for any reason
within the same IP subnet, typically they do not have routing capabilities.

VLAN feature is typically used when you need to split the network into several logical parts. E.g. to
distinguish between management and payload (user data) traffic or among different applications traffic
(e.g. various RTU technologies).

Both features can be combined to provide the necessary functionality.

See the following chapters for a detailed description.

11.2. Transparent LAN (ARP Proxy)

Even though RipEX works as a standard IP router, RipEX can interconnect equal IP subnets behind
different RipEX units without defining default gateways. It can be done with the ARP proxy feature.

Note

See the RipEX manual, Chapter 2.3 Router mode1 for configuration examples without ARP
proxy usage.

RipEX can reply to any ARP request to mimic it has this particular IP address (RipEX can reply to more
ARP requests). This feature is typically used when RTU's IP addresses behind different RipEX units
are within the same IP subnet and the RTUs do not provide routing capabilities.

Radio IP:
10.10.10.2

Radio link

Router mode

ETH IP:
192.168.1.251/24

RTU Master
IP: 19.168.1.1/24

(no gateway)

RTURTU

Radio IP:
10.10.10.4

ETH IP:
192.168.1.252/24

RTU Slave
IP: 19.168.1.2/24

(no gateway)

Fig. 11.1: Basic ARP proxy usage

In this diagram RTUs do not have routing capabilities (i.e. RTU expects its counterpart is within the
same physical Ethernet LAN). If the RTU Master starts to communicate with RTU Slave, it requests
the RTU Slave's MAC address. The RTU Slave is a member of the same physical LAN so the RTU
Slave does not reply. However, when RipEX (radio IP 10.10.10.2) has ARP proxy enabled, it replies
to this ARP request.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/ripex-detail.html#router_mode
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So with the ARP proxy functionality, local RipEX can mimic any IP address and reply to ARP requests.
In our case, the RTU Master would consider the RipEX MAC address as the Slave MAC address. And
with the appropriate routing rules in RipEX units, we can achieve the needed interconnectivity. We do
not need to set anything on the connected RTUs – no gateway, no routing rules.

Important

Be very careful when using this feature, ARP proxy can disable all the traffic on the LAN!

Note

You can combine the ARP proxy feature with a TCP proxy and Terminal Servers. See
the respective help in the RipEX web interface for details.

•

• RipEX does not transmit broadcast packets via the radio link with the ARP proxy feature.

11.3. Transparent VLAN

The VLAN tag (802.1Q protocol) is a 4B field in the Ethernet frame. It is inserted between the MAC
address and EtherType/Length fields of the original frame.

The VLAN packet is defined by two main parameters:

VLAN tag – VLAN Identifier (VID) is also called “VLAN number”. It is 12 bits
long so we can have up to 4096 VLANs (0x0000 and 0xFFF values
are reserved).

Priority Code Point (PCP) – a 3bit field which refers to the IEEE 802.1p priority. It indicates
the frame priority level. Possible values are from 0 (best effort) to
7 (highest priority); 1 represents the lowest priority. These values
can be used to prioritize different traffic classes (voice, data, …).

See the following example:
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Radio IP:
10.10.10.2 Radio link

Router mode
Untagged DataETH IP:

192.168.1.251/24

Management Aplication
IP: 192.168.3.251/24

RTU 1

RTU 2

Radio IP:
10.10.10.3/24

Radio IP:
10.10.10.4

ETH IP:
192.168.4.1/24

ETH IP:
192.168.4.1/24

IP: 192.168.1.2/24
(Gateway defined)

IP: 192.168.2.2/24
(Gateway defined)

FEP #1
IP: 192.168.1.1/24
(Gateway defined)

Tagged Data

Untagged Data

WAN

Tagged Data &
Untagged Data

Untagged Data

Tagged Data

Tagged Data

FEP #2
IP: 192.168.2.1/24
(Gateway defined)

Fig. 11.2: VLAN diagram

As you can see in Fig. 11.2, “VLAN diagram”, we have individual VLANs for Management and two
distinct technologies, each with its own IP subnet.

Note

You can combine the VLAN feature with a TCP proxy and Terminal Servers. See the re-
spective help in the RipEX web interface for details.

11.4. Configuration Examples

In this chapter, we will go through several examples in order to explain ARP proxy and VLAN features
in practice. All examples will have the same hardware configuration and we will alter the software settings
only (ARP proxy, VLAN tagging, routing, …). Regular PCs will be used instead of RTUs.

Please follow the examples one by one to fully understand the configuration differences and benefits
of various solutions.

11.4.1. No ARP Proxy and No VLAN

We will begin with a basic configuration example without using ARP proxy or VLANs. See the following
diagram:
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Radio IP:
10.10.10.2/24

Radio link
Router mode

Untagged Data

Untagged
Data

ETH IP:
192.168.2.251/24

RipEX A

Radio IP:
10.10.10.4/24

ETH IP:
192.168.2.252/24

Untagged
Data

RipEX B

PC #1
192.168.2.1/24

GW: 192.168.2.251

PC #2
192.168.2.2/24

GW: 192.168.2.252

Fig. 11.3: Basic configuration diagram

This example does not reflect the common configuration, because the computers share the same IP
subnet, but behind different RipEX units in the Router mode. Usually the RipEX units would connect
different IP subnets. This can easily be done with ARP proxy, but in this example, we can configure it
with special routing rules.

Note

Do not connect the PCs via X5 converter, but use the Ethernet interface. You can use the
X5 converter just for configuration steps, not the connectivity tests.

RipEX Configuration

To access the first RipEX unit, go to the Settings and name it RipEX A. Set the following IP addresses:

• Radio IP address: 10.10.10.2, mask 255.255.255.0
• Ethernet IP address: 192.168.2.251, mask 255.255.255.0

On the second unit, set the name to RipEX B and configure it with the appropriate IP addresses:

• Radio IP address: 10.10.10.4, mask 255.255.255.0
• Ethernet IP address: 192.168.2.252, mask 255.255.255.0

See the RipEX A settings on the following screen-shot.
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Fig. 11.4: RipEX A settings

Do not forget to set the same TX/RX frequencies, Channel spacing, Modulation rate and other para-
meters on both RipEX units. Do not enable ARP proxy or VLAN.

The next step is to set Routing (see the Routing menu). Configure RipEX A with these routing rules:

• Destination: 192.168.2.252/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.4
• Destination: 192.168.2.2/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.4

RipEX B will have very similar routes:

• Destination: 192.168.2.251/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.2
• Destination: 192.168.2.1/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.2

Do not forget to activate both routes. You can also add a note to each route. See the RipEX A Routing
example:
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Fig. 11.5: RipEX A Routing

Computer Configuration

When we have successfully configured both RipEX units, we can proceed with computers settings.

• PC #1: IP address: 192.168.2.1, Mask: 255.255.255.0, Default Gateway: 192.168.2.251
• PC #2: IP address: 192.168.2.2, Mask: 255.255.255.0, Default Gateway: 192.168.2.252

Note

If you do not know how to configure these computers, see the RipEX manual, http://www.ra-
com.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/bench-test.html#connect-PC.

In the common configuration with two different IP subnets behind our RipEX units, we would not need
any further action to get the end-point connectivity. In this example, we must add two routes on both
computers.

To add routing rules in Windows, you need to execute Windows Command Processor (cmd). Click
on the Start button and then type Command Prompt or cmd in the Start Search field. Select the
Command Prompt icon.

After the Command Prompt window appears, type the following commands on PC #1:

• route add 192.168.2.252 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251
• route add 192.168.2.2 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251

You also need to add similar routing rules on PC #2:

• route add 192.168.2.251 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252
• route add 192.168.2.1 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252
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Note

You need Admin privileges to add a route in Windows 7.

Fig. 11.6: Command Prompt

Test the Connectivity

Check the connectivity by executing a ping command, which is also executed from the Command
prompt. Type "ping 192.168.2.1" or “ping 192.168.2.251” if you are executing the ping from the PC #1
and check the results. You can also try the other direction, just switch IP addresses. See the following
example:

Fig. 11.7: Ping results (Basic configuration)
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Note

If the ping is not successful, try to turn the Windows firewall off. It can block the ping packets.

11.4.2. ARP Proxy

If we would not have computers as the end-stations, but only simple RTUs, it may happen that routes
and default gateways cannot be configured. In this case, we need to reach the connectivity via the ARP
proxy feature. See the diagram:

Radio IP:
10.10.10.2/24

Radio link
Router mode

Untagged Data

Untagged
Data

ETH IP:
192.168.2.251/24

RipEX A
(with ARP proxy)

Radio IP:
10.10.10.4/24

ETH IP:
192.168.2.252/24

Untagged
Data

PC #1
192.168.2.1/24
(no gateway)

PC #2
192.168.2.2/24
(no gateway)

RipEX B
(with ARP proxy)

Fig. 11.8: ARP proxy configuration diagram

RipEX Configuration

On both RipEX units we have almost everything already configured. Just go to the Settings menu and
click on the VLAN & Subnets button.

Turn the feature on, and check the ARP proxy option on both units. Confirm and apply the changes.

Fig. 11.9: Enabling the ARP proxy

You do not need to change the routing rules. Just remember that the ARP proxy feature works for all
destination IP addresses in the RipEX routing table. RipEX will not mimic ARP proxy replies to any
other IP address.
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Add routing rules to enable ARP proxy on other IP addresses (e.g. if wanting to use the ARP proxy for
IP addresses 192.168.2.8-15, add the IP subnet 192.168.2.8/29 into the routing rules).

Computer Configuration

Both computers have the same IP addresses as in the basic configuration example. Just remove the
default gateway.

• IP address: 192.168.2.1, Mask: 255.255.255.0PC #1:
• IP address: 192.168.2.2, Mask: 255.255.255.0PC #2:

You need to delete the routing rules we added previously, just go the the Command prompt again and
type in the following commands:

• PC #1:
○ route delete 192.168.2.252 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251
○ route delete 192.168.2.2 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251

• PC #2:
○ route delete 192.168.2.251 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252
○ route delete 192.168.2.1 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252

Test the Connectivity

The test is exactly the same as described in Chapter the section called “Test the Connectivity”.

The most important thing to remember with the ARP proxy example is that we did not need to configure
any default gateway or routing rules on the computers (RTUs). Thanks to this, we can even add “simple”
RTUs to our network and we can have the same IP subnets behind different RipEX units.

Tip

Give careful thought to the network design, because a good design can dramatically reduce
the number of necessary routing rules in the RipEX routing table.

Example 11.1. Routing rules

You have four end stations with IP addresses 192.168.2.1, .2.2, .2.5 and 2.6 and you need two of them
behind RipEX A and two of them behind RipEX B. With 192.168.2.1 and .2.2 behind RipEX A, you will
need to add only one rule in the RipEX B: 192.168.2.4/30 via RipEX A. Otherwise you will need to add
two rules (e.g. with .2.1 and .2.5 IP addresses).

11.4.3. VLAN

We will explain two similar examples to show the VLAN functionality.

VLAN on “One End”

In this example, we will have a VLAN ID 2 used between RipEX A and PC #1. RipEX management
traffic on the same Ethernet port would be untagged.

Traffic on the radio channel is always untagged.

Traffic between RipEX B and PC #2 will be also untagged.
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See the following diagram:
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Data

VLAN IP:
192.168.2.251/24

ETH IP:
192.168.3.251/24

RipEX A
(VLAN)

Radio IP:
10.10.10.4/24

ETH IP:
192.168.2.252/24

Untagged
Data

ETH IP:
192.168.3.1/24

GW: 192.168.3.251

PC #2
192.168.2.2/24

GW: 192.168.2.252

RipEX B
(no VLAN)

VLAN (tagged)
Data

VLAN IP:
192.168.2.1/24

PC #1

Fig. 11.10: VLAN configuration diagram

RipEX Configuration

The configuration on RipEX A will be a little more complicated. There will be two subnets, one for VLAN
and one for other traffic. Go to the Settingsmenu and change the Ethernet IP address to 192.168.3.251.
Then click on the VLAN & Subnets button and add a new VLAN – we will use VLAN ID 2 with an IP
address 192.168.2.251.

Fig. 11.11: RipEX A – VLAN configuration

On RipEX B, turn the VLAN & Subnets option off.

The routing rules can stay exactly the same as in the previous ARP proxy example on both RipEX
units. If you want to have RipEX A management (ETH) IP subnet reachable from RipEX B, you can
add this routing rule: 192.168.3.0/24 via 10.10.10.2. But this is not necessary for the end-station con-
nectivity.

Computer Configuration

PC #2 IP configuration is the same:

• IP address: 192.168.2.2
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• Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
• Default Gateway: 192.168.2.252

Setting of PC#1 is not so straightforward. Please set the following parameters:

• IP address: 192.168.3.1
• Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
• Default Gateway: 192.168.3.251

As you can see we are connected to RipEX A within the 192.168.3.0/24 management IP subnet. But
we still need to configure the VLAN interface. This step depends very much on the Operating system
(OS) you use. We will describe the necessary steps in Ubuntu 12.04 and will give you a short Windows
7 example too.

Ubuntu 12.04

In the command prompt, run the following commands:

• modprobe 8021q
• vconfig add eth0 2
• ip link set eth0.2 up
• ip link set mtu 1496 dev eth0.2
• ip addr add 192.168.2.1/24 dev eth0.2

The most important command is vconfig, which creates the VLAN interface called eth0.2. We enabled
the interface, decreased the MTU because 4 additional bytes are added to each frame due to the VLAN
tag and of course we assigned the IP address to the interface.

The last two commands create routes so any packet destined to the 192.168.2.2 or 192.168.2.252 is
routed via 192.168.2.251 gateway (RipEX VLAN interface).

Windows 7

There is no tool like vconfig in Windows 7. The VLAN features depend on the network adapter and
driver installed. Please see the respective download sites of your network card to obtain the correct
VLAN enabled driver.

Note

There is also the possibility that your network card will not support VLANs at all.

To see what network card and driver you have, go to START→Control Panel→ System and Security
→ Device manager → Network Adapters menu. Here you should see your network card. Right click
on it and select the Properties option.
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Fig. 11.12: Adding VLANs in Windows 7

On the example, we added a VLAN 2 interface. See the respective network card manuals for more
details.

If you were successful in adding a new VLAN interface. You should see this interface among other
physical network interfaces. Set the IP address, mask and gateway as usual:

• IP address: 192.168.2.1
• Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
• Default Gateway: 192.168.2.251

Now you just need to add routes to the 192.168.2.2 and 192.168.2.252 IP addresses. Run the Command
prompt and type:

• route add 192.168.2.252 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251
• route add 192.168.2.2 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.251

Note

You need Admin privileges to add a route in Windows 7.

Test the Connectivity

The test is exactly the same as described in prvious chapters.

You can run the Monitoring feature in RipEX to capture packets on the radio/Ethernet interfaces and
see Ethernet VLAN tags and other valuable information. See the following example:
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Fig. 11.13: Monitoring ping packets with VLAN tags

VLAN on “Both Ends”

We can also configure VLANs on both RipEX units so the VLAN (tagged) data will be transmitted via
the Ethernet link between PC #2 and RipEX B too. However, traffic is always untagged on the radio
channel.

See the following diagram:
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Fig. 11.14: VLAN configuration diagram #2

RipEX Configuration

RipEX A has the same configuration as in the previous example. If you want to test the connectivity of
RipEX ETH interfaces, you need to add this routing rule:

• Destination: 192.168.4.0/24, Mask: 255.255.255.0, Gateway 10.10.10.4

RipEX B needs several changes. Change the Ethernet IP address to 192.168.4.252 with the mask
255.255.255.0. Now go to the VLAN & Subnets menu, enable the feature and add a new VLAN – we
will use VLAN ID 2 with the IP address 192.168.2.252.

Fig. 11.15: RipEX B VLAN configuration

The VLAN ID is the same as used on RipEX A, but we can set any ID when needed.

Note

You can try to enable VLAN on the default interface after you complete this example.

The RipEX B routing table consists of three rules:

• Destination: 192.168.2.251/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.2
• Destination: 192.168.2.1/32, Mask: 255.255.255.255, Gateway 10.10.10.2
• Destination: 192.168.3.0/24, Mask: 255.255.255.0, Gateway 10.10.10.2
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Fig. 11.16: RipEX B Routing table

Computer Configuration

We do not need to change anything on PC #1. PC #2 needs the following changes:

• IP address: 192.168.4.2, mask 255.255.255.0, gateway 192.168.4.252

Now we need to add the VLAN interface with an ID 2. See the procedure in the previous example.

When you have added the VLAN interface, add the following routing rules:

• route add 192.168.2.251 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252
• route add 192.168.2.1 mask 255.255.255.255 192.168.2.252

Note

You need the admin privileges to add a route in Windows 7.

Test the Connectivity

Follow the steps described in any of previous chapters called “Test the Connectivity”. You should be
able to ping any VLAN or Ethernet IP address from any unit.

Management VLAN

Now you should be experienced enough for the next test. Set another VLAN ID on both computers.
Use the same VLAN ID on ETH.0 interface for the RipEX management. You will have a “VLAN only”
network.

See one of the possible examples:
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Fig. 11.17: 15 Management VLAN diagram

Note

VLAN 2 is on the same subnet 192.168.2.0/24. VLAN 3 is on the subnet 192.168.3.0/24
and VLAN 4 is on the 192.168.4.0/24 subnet.

11.5. Summary

We have described just a few basic examples of VLAN & ARP proxy usage. Feel free to download the
RipEX User manual from http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/ripex-m-en.pdf or the Ap-
plication notes from http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/ripex-app-en.pdf to conduct further
tests.

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions:

RACOM technical support team
E-mail: <support@racom.eu>
Tel.: +420 565 659 511
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12. Backup routes

12.1. Introduction

RipEX provides Backup routes functionality to increase reachability in networks through redundant
paths.

See the following example, where we have three possible paths between RipEX A and RipEX B. The
direct radio link is set as the primary path (because it is direct). The path over RipEX C is the first
backup option (two hops) and if this path also fails, GPRS backup path is ready in case of radio failure.
In cellular networks, data transfer is charged and so it is used as the last option here.

Path priorities can be changed according to our requirements. The path with the highest priority is always
the primary one (the direct radio link in our example) and the path with the lowest priority is the last
option (GPRS in our example).

Thanks to the Backup routes functionality, RipEX can handle various network problems without inter-
rupting the desired network communication.

Primary path

Backup path #1

Backup path #2

RipEX A

RipEX B

RipEX C

GPRS network

Fig. 12.1: Backup routes functionality example

Note

The Backup routes functionality can be used in the Router mode only.

The Backup routes functionality is supported by the SNMP, see Chapter 2, SNMP for further
details.

12.2. Backup Routing Management Protocol

BRMP is the proprietary protocol developed by RACOM. It handles the Backup routing functionality in
RipEX networks with respect to radio network requirements.

The protocol

• does not overload the radio network,
• enables more than one backup path,
• deals with a random packet loss and
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• enables very fast path switching in cases of network failure.

The protocol always works between two particular RipEX units. Each RipEX network can contain various
backup routes and each backup route consists of several alternative paths. We can even configure
nested backup paths.

12.2.1. Protocol Procedure

1. RipEX A sends out “Hello” packets (UDP) via all possible paths to RipEX B.
2. RipEX B receives these packets and records them according to the received path.
3. RipEX B sends the list of received “Hello” packets within its own “Hello” packet back to RipEX A.
4. RipEX A receives this packet and evaluates the conditions of individual paths.

Individual alternative paths can obtain the following states:

Up – the path is functional and can be used.

Down – the path is not functional and cannot be used.

Unknown – the path's state cannot be evaluated due to lack of information. This state is active imme-
diately after the RipEX power-up or its state is not being evaluated, because a higher priority
path is being used.

Note

See the respective help for detailed parameter descriptions in RipEX web interface.

12.3. Configuration Examples

In this chapter, we will go through several examples in order to explain Backup routes in practice.

Please follow the examples one by one to fully understand the configuration differences and benefits
of various solutions.

Note

The examples are configured similarly to the examples used in the RipEX Application note,
Chapter 1, Address planning.

12.3.1. Radio/Radio – End Devices Connected via Serial Interface

In the first example, there are five RipEX units in a network. All end devices are connected to the RipEX
units via a serial interface. It is helpful to use only the radio IP addresses for translation and data routing.
Ethernet IP addresses may be assigned randomly (you can keep their defaults, however we recommend
setting Ethernet addresses similar to radio IP addresses to keep things organized).
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Fig. 12.2: Network topology 1

The device connected to RipEX A (10.10.10.15) is the Master station, others are slaves.

Note

We will not configure RS232 devices in this Application note

The Backup routes system can be used between RipEX A (.15) and RipEX C (.17), packets can be
transmitted via:

• the primary (direct) radio link between RipEX A and RipEX C, or
• the backup (indirect) radio link over RipEX B.

See the following RipEX A routing configuration:

Fig. 12.3: RipEX A Routing menu – example #1
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In RipEX A, we have one route which uses the backup configuration and two simple routes to other
RipEX units.

The backup route is named “Backup #1” and it checks its health against the RipEX C radio IP address.
The highest priority is set to the direct link and the second possibility is to use RipEX B as a repeater.
Both paths are now checked by default and both are Up.

Note

Only the remote RipEX radio or the main Ethernet interface IP addresses can be used (no
subnet IP addresses on RipEX Ethernet or IP of connected device behind RipEX).

See the respective configurations from RipEX B and C.

Fig. 12.4: RipEX B Routing menu – example #1

Note

RipEX B is not the end point (Peer IP) of the Backup routes system and so there is no
backup route defined.
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Fig. 12.5: RipEX C Routing menu – example #3

Note

See the configuration of RipEX D and E in the Application Note, Section 1.1, “End devices
connected via serial interface”.

Practical Test

In this scenario, we will switch to the backup path due to a low RSS value. We must change the policy
for the primary path to enable RSS checks. Click on the respective “Default” button in the Policy column.

Note

You can check the connectivity with a Ping feature (Diagnostic → Ping).
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Fig. 12.6: RipEX A – Policy button

The new pop-up window appears. Change the Parameters to “Manual” and fill in the RSS [-dBm] value
according to the current RSS value (see the Neighbours menu). The value needs to be higher than the
current value, e.g. in the example, the current RSS value is -56 dBm. The condition for switching to
the backup (indirect) path is set to -50 dBm.

Fig. 12.7: RipEX A – Alternative path RSS change

Apply the changes and click on the Backup status button to see the changes. The policy is set to
“Manual” and the backup (indirect) path is being used.
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Fig. 12.8: RipEX A – Backup path is Up

Note

For proper functioning, do not forget to repeat these steps on the partner RipEX C unit. If
not set on both units, RipEX A can communicate with RipEX C via the primary path in one
direction and via the backup path in the other direction (asymmetric routing).

To revert to using the primary path again, disable RSS checks or improve the RSS signal between the
RipEX units.

12.3.2. Radio/Radio – End Devices Connected via Ethernet Interface

In the second example, we use the same configuration except that the RTU devices are connected via
the Ethernet interface. See the following diagram:

RipEX A

PATH 1

PATH 2

M

16

18

19

17

Radio 10.10.10.15

192.168.15.2/24
gw: 192.168.15.1

192.168.16.2/24
gw: 192.168.16.1

192.168.17.2/24
gw: 192.168.17.1

192.168.18.2/24
gw: 192.168.18.1

192.168.19.2/24
gw: 192.168.19.1

Radio 10.10.10.16

Radio 10.10.10.17

Radio 10.10.10.18

Radio 10.10.10.19

Eth 192.168.15.1

Eth 192.168.16.1

Eth 192.168.17.1

Eth 192.168.18.1

Eth 192.168.19.1

RipEX B

RipEX C

RipEX D

RipEX E

ETH

ETH

ETH

ETH

ETH

Fig. 12.9: Network topology 2
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Note

In this example, we switched the priorities for the alternative paths.

RTU units are now connected via the Ethernet ports, which means we need to add the correct IP ad-
dresses and routing into the appropriate RipEX units.

If not already set, change the Ethernet IP addresses according to this topology:

• RipEX A – 192.168.15.1/24
• RipEX B – 192.168.16.1/24
• RipEX C – 192.168.17.1/24
• ...

Now we need to add the correct routing. To make the example simple, we will ignore RipEX D and
RipEX E in our configuration.

See the following RipEX A routing settings:

Fig. 12.10: RipEX A Routing menu – example #2

Notice that we are using the Backup routes system for the devices on the 192.168.17.0/24 network.
Also notice that we filled the Peer IP with the remote RipEX Ethernet IP address. The path used currently
is the primary (indirect) one, but both paths are “Up”.

Note

Only the remote RipEX radio or the main Ethernet interface IP addresses can be used (no
subnet IP addresses on RipEX Ethernet or IP of connected device behind RipEX).
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Fig. 12.11: RipEX B Routing menu – example #2

We also added paths in RipEX B for the Ethernet networks located behind other RipEX units.

Fig. 12.12: RipEX C Routing menu – example #2

In RipEX C we have a very similar configuration to RipEX A, just in the opposite direction.
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Practical Test

In this example, we will use a different method to switch between the primary and backup paths. We
have set the highest priority for the indirect link (our backup path in the previous example). Whenever
RipEX B is switched off, the Backup routes system will use the direct path instead.

The RipEX failure detection time is based on the Policy settings.

Note: If you set the “Hello” packet period to a low value (e.g. 10 seconds) and “Hello packet success
rate [%]” to 100 %, the procedure will be very fast. But with these settings you are wasting the radio
bandwidth with quite a lot of traffic and whenever a single “Hello” packet is lost, the active path is labeled
as “Down”.

In the example, we will not alter the default values.

Fig. 12.13: Default Policy values

Note

“Hello packet success rate” evaluation is based on last 8 “Hello” packets.

To see the whole procedure, you can start with issuing ping packets. Go to the RipEX A Diagnostic
→ Ping menu and fill in the destination IP address (192.168.17.1). At this stage, ping packets will be
successful and will be transmitted via the primary (indirect) path (e.g. check the RipEX RX/TX led diodes).
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Fig. 12.14: Successful ping packets – primary (indirect) path

You can also turn on the radio interface monitoring. Go to the Diagnostic → Monitoring menu and
check the radio interface. Leave other parameters at their defaults and click on the Start button. You
can see all the packets in the radio network (ping packets, “Hello” packets, ARP, …).

Now turn RipEX B off, and see the differences. You can see that there are no replies to ping packets
in Ping and Monitoring menu. Check the Routing menu (by pressing the Backup status button) to see
when the active path is switched to the backup (direct) path.
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Fig. 12.15: ipEX A Routing menu – RipEX B switched off

As soon as the Backup routes system evaluates the situation correctly, the ping packets are successful
again. Also notice the ping packets RTT value is lower than with the primary (indirect) path being used.

Fig. 12.16: RipEX A Ping packets – backup (direct) path

Now you can turn RipEX B back on again. Because RipEX checks the primary (indirect) path with
“Hello” packets periodically, it will switch back to the primary path. This change will not cause any loss
in ping packets.

12.3.3. Ethernet/Radio

In this test, the primary route is via the Ethernet link and it is backed up by the radio link.

See the following example:
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RipEX A

PATH 2

PATH 1

10.10.10.1
192.168.100.1

10.10.10.2
192.168.100.2
192.168.2.1

SWITCH

RipEX B

Fig. 12.17: Network topology 3

Note

This example will not be explained in as such detail as the previous ones and we will use
different IP addresses.

Fig. 12.18: RipEX A Routing menu – example #3

The primary Ethernet link provides a high bandwidth capacity. It is appropriate to send “Hello” packets
every second. This will lead to a rapid switch over to the backup radio link in case of the Ethernet link
failure.

Fig. 12.19: Hello packet period set to one second
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RipEX B is configured with 192.168.100.2/24 IP address which is used only for communication between
RipEX units. The additional subnet 192.168.2.0/24 is used for the rest of the Ethernet communication.
See the details in ARP Proxy & VLAN Application note.

The “Hello” packet period for the Ethernet link is also set to one second on RipEX B.

Fig. 12.20: RipEX B Routing menu – example #3

When you disconnect the primary Ethernet path, the system will automatically switch to its backup radio
path. You can check this functionality using the same tools as in the previous examples.

12.4. Summary

We have described just a few basic examples of Backup routes usage. Feel free to download the RipEX
User manual from http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/ripex-m-en.pdf or the Application
notes from http://www.racom.eu/download/hw/ripex/free/eng/ripex-app-en.pdf to conduct further tests.

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions:

RACOM technical support team
E-mail: <support@racom.eu>
Tel.: +420 565 659 511
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13. RipEX Migration Solution

13.1. Introduction

This document describes how to utilize RipEX radios to seamlessly upgrade or expand existing SCADA
radio networks.

This upgrade or extension can be a gradual one-by-one replacement over a period of time or as a one-
time project with no network outage.

13.2. Main benefits

• No network outage.
• No special expensive HW like migration station etc. required. Only standard RipEX radio modem

is added to the existing base station and remote units are then replaced (added) one-by-one .
• No time limits for legacy and new RipEX networks co-existence.
• The same frequency for legacy and the new radio network can be used.
• The same antenna for legacy and the new RipEX radio network can be used.
• SCADA central SW and RTU’s can also be migrated, gradually and independently of each other or

simultaneously. The new SCADA can be used simultaneously with the legacy one on another RipEX
interface e.g. Ethernet. Central RipEX radio will then route packets for new RTU’s via new radio
network.

• HW contact for "Carrier On" legacy base station transmissions supported.
• All RipEX features e.g. unlimited number of repeaters on the way can be used in a new RipEX

network.

13.3. Pre-migration checks

Before you start migration, you should get the basic information about the legacy network:

• Which SCADA Protocol is used (e.g. Modbus).
• SCADA Protocol addresses of RTU’s on individual remote sites.
• COM port settings of legacy radio modems on individual sites.
• Which radio frequency is used.
• Radio network topology and its possible optimization when RipEX will be used, e.g. repeater function.
• Evaluate the next possibilities of usage of new RipEX features like integration of IP network into

RipEX network, Terminal server as a new interface for SCADA etc.

13.4. Migration

13.4.1. Polling (Master-Slave) Network

This is the most common type of legacy SCADA network.

Master-slave polling, i.e. SCADA center (Master) sends requests one-by-one to RTU’s and waits for
the response from polled RTU.
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SCADA Protocol is implemented in RipEX

C24, Cactus, Comli, IEC101, ITT Flygt, Modbus RTU, RP570, DF1, DNP3, Siemens 3964(R), SLIP
andUNI (can be used for any polling protocol with address byte(s) on fixed position) the same frequency
for both, legacy and RipEX networks can be used.

In such a case, RipEX in Router mode in centre/base station must be used. Packets coming from
SCADA center (Master) are routed by RipEX based on SCADA Protocol address. When packet is dir-
ected to RTU in legacy network, it is routed to COM2, resp. to legacy radio modem and delivered via
legacy radio network. Packets directed to RTU’s which are behind the RipEX network pass through
the RipEX network. AAS (Automatic Antenna Switch, Part. No OTH-AAS) automatically disconnects
radio modem while the other one is transmitting.

Fig. 13.1: Polling, Protocol implemented, One frequency

The original RS232 cable between SCADA Master and RipEX (COM1) is used. Note: RipEX is equipped
with DB9F connector.

RS232 crosslink cable must be used for interconnecting of RipEX (COM2) and legacy radio modem
(see Fig. 13.2, “RS232 crosslink cable” below). Note: It is equal which COM on RipEX is used for which
connection.

Fig. 13.2: RS232 crosslink cable

Legacy radio network uses different frequencies for Rx and Tx in most cases. Sometimes the base
stations are duplex and Tx carrier is on all the time while SCADA center (Master) is sending/receiving
the packets. Tx carrier is mostly controlled by separate HW signal from SCADA center (Master). RipEX
also supports this feature when UNI protocol is used. CAB-MIG cable with simple SSR relay inside
DB9 connector cover which is controlled by the CTS signal on COM is used for this. There is a possib-
ility to set the upfront time when contact will be activated before the packets are transmitted.
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Fig. 13.3: CAB-MIG

Note

User specific wiring can be utilized.

Legacy radio configuration

No configuration changes are required with legacy radios.

Master (central) RipEX unit

Note

All RipEX units must be defined with Radio IP addresses and must have the same Radio
parameter settings e.g. frequency.

The RipEX receives data from the SCADA centre via COM1 serial interface. This interface must be
set accordingly (baud rate, stop bits, parity, etc.) – see the example below.

Fig. 13.4: Master (central) RipEX, COM1

The Protocol must be chosen, e.g. Modbus. The Protocol needs to be set as a Master and an Address
translation table must be configured for all RTU’s, either connected via legacy or new RipEX network.
For Protocol address (e.g. Modbus) of RTU’s on sites connected via legacy radio network, set respective
IP address equal to Radio IP of RipEX unit (in the example below, it is 10.10.10.254). For RTU’s con-
nected via new RipEX network the IP addresses/ports correspond to respective RipEX Radio IP on
respective remote site.

See the example:
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Fig. 13.5: Master (central) RipEX, COM1, Address translation Table

When the network finally consists of only RipEX radios, all these rules can be replaced with one simple
Mask rule:

Fig. 13.6: Master (central) RipEX, COM1 Address translation, no more legacy network

Note

Whenever a new remote RipEX is deployed, Address translation Tables must be changed
accordingly.

COM2 configuration is very simple. The same protocol (e.g. Modbus) must be set, but Mode of Con-
nected device is set to Slave. No other settings are required.

Fig. 13.7: Master (central) RipEX, COM2
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Remote RipEX units

Remote radio configuration is straightforward. Once you configure the Radio parameters (must be the
same as for Master radio), set COM1 port accordingly (baud rate, stop bits, parity, etc.)

The Protocol is the same as Master radio (e.g. Modbus), only Mode of Connected device is set to
Slave.

You can save the configuration file and upload this file into all remote units (e.g via USB stick); the only
manual task will be to change the Radio IP address.

Fig. 13.8: Remote RipEX configuration (only Radio IP is different for individual remotes)

SCADA Protocol is not implemented in RipEX

When SCADA protocol is not implemented in RipEX, RipEX should be used in Bridge mode with a
standard ‘Y’ cable for RS232 connection between SCADA center (Master) and legacy and RipEX radio
modems.

Packets coming from the SCADA center (Master) are simultaneously transmitted to both networks,
legacy and RipEX. The Respective RTU in either the legacy or RipEX network will then respond.
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Fig. 13.9: Polling, Protocol not implemented, Two frequencies

Fig. 13.10: RS232 ‘Y’ cable

RipEX settings in Bridge mode are simple – no Protocol on COM interface.

Note

When one frequency for both networks is required, repeaters are used in the new RipEX
radio network or higher reliability on Radio channel is required, RipEX in Router mode can
also be used. In such a case the design is the same as per Fig. 13.1, “Polling, Protocol im-
plemented, One frequency” RipEX settings are more or less the same as in the section
called “SCADA Protocol is implemented in RipEX”, only special settings of UNI protocol
needs to be used. All packets received from SCADA center (Master) will first be transmitted
as broadcast to RipEX network, packets from remotes will be acknowledged unicasts. After
a set delay (time for response from remote in RipEX network), the same packet will be
transmitted to the legacy network. For details see online help, RipEX manual or contact our
technical support team (<support@racom.eu>).

Of course, when migration is complete, the second frequency is no longer required.

13.5. Report-by-Exception (Collision) network

In report-by-exception, remote RTU’s send messages to the SCADA center (Master) when they have
data to send. Sometimes this is combined with periodical one-by-one polling of remotes from the centre.

This type of communication creates collisions on the Radio channel. Because the protocols on Radio
channel in legacy and RipEX network are not compatible, the collisions can’t be solved on the same
frequency. Because of that individual frequencies must be used for legacy and RipEX network and
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respective SCADA protocol must be implemented in RipEX. These are e.g. DF1, DNP3, Siemens
3964(R), SLIP and UNI (can be used for any polling protocol with address byte(s) on fixed position).

Fig. 13.11: Report-by-exception, Protocol implemented, Two frequencies

RipEX in Router mode is used with the same settings as in the section called “SCADA Protocol is im-
plemented in RipEX”.

13.6. Network Expansion

Legacy network expansion with the new RipEX radio network is generally the same as the migration.
RipEX units are used only on new sites. The possibilities and respective settings are the same as de-
scribed in Section 13.4.1, “Polling (Master-Slave) Network”.

13.7. SCADA Upgrade

Once RipEX is used in the centre, one can take advantage of that. The next RipEX interface e.g. Eth-
ernet or COM2 can be used as an input for a new SCADA Master. This new SCADA can use any new
modern protocol e.g. DNP3/TCP or Modbus/TCP for communication with new RTU’s. In this case
central RipEX handles communication with old and new RTU’s via new RipEX network and with non-
migrated sites via legacy network.

Thanks to RipEX network, SCADA can also be gradually upgraded one-by-one as budget allows.

13.8. Troubleshooting

RipEX utilizes sophisticated and powerful Diagnostic tools, such as Monitoring, RSS ping, Graphs,
Statistics and other.

In case of troubles with packet deliveries to respective RTU’s, the most probable issue is in COM port
or Routing settings. Simply use online Monitoring to find the issue. Online monitoring allows you to see
packets with all details e.g. source and destination addresses on all interfaces either external (COM,
Ethernet, Radio) or internal.

For details see online help or RipEX manual or contact technical support team (<support@racom.eu>).

Note

It is recommended to check existing antenna installations, coaxial cables and connectors
while migration is materialized. They might be in a bad condition after many years of use.
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13.9. Summary

Whatever SCADA protocol is used within your current network, the RipEX Migration solution will provide
a modern solution and meet tomorrow’s market demands.

In most cases, the current antenna systems on base stations can be fully utilized without any additional
equipment except a small and inexpensive Automatic Antenna Switch (AAS).

Since RipEX and legacy networks work simultaneously, there is no downtime while migration is mater-
ialized. There are only very short breakdowns for individual remote sites while connecting a new RipEX
radio modem.

A RipEX network also allows gradual SCADA upgrades as budget allows when RTU’s can be swapped
one-by-one with minimum downtime.
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14. Base Driven Protocol

14.1. Introduction

Base Driven protocol, which is primarily optimized for TCP/IP (IEC104), is also suitable for collision
networks when a remote is not be heard by other remotes and/or different Rx and Tx frequencies are
used. All packet transmissions are managed by the local base station and distributed uniformly even
when a high number of remotes are connected.

Fig. 14.1: Star topology with repeater

TCP/IP protocols like IEC104, used by modern RTUs, have historically created challenging problems
because of limited throughput within narrowband radio data networks. Hence the reason RACOM has
developed Base Driven protocol to solve the problem.

• TCP/IP transparent
• Optimized for IEC104
• No TCP errors
• No TCP disconnections

Tests confirm that the new RipEX 'Base Driven' protocol handles 5-10x more remotes under one base
station and with higher reliability compared to others.

Hidden remotes

'Hidden remote' is a radio modem that is not heard by his neighbours. Modern SCADA networks are
using more and more report-by-exception protocols, so 'hidden remotes' are creating problems, because
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common protocols on Radio channel are mostly based on Listen Before Transmit or Carrier Sense
Multiple Access principles. Different Rx and Tx frequencies create the same issue in the network. RA-
COM Base Driven solves these problems.

Fig. 14.2: Star topology with repeaters and hidden remotes

• No collisions even in difficult terrain
• Suitable when different Rx and Tx frequencies are used
• Fair access to Radio channel for all remotes
• Channel capacity distributed fairly amongst all remotes

RipEX Base Driven protocol is revolutionising narrowband radio networks! Total user data throughput
is significantly higher, creating much improved levels of stability and reliability!

For more details, see:

• RipEX manual1

• Chapter 1, Address planning in this application notes
• The following configuration example

14.2. Configuration Example

In this chapter, we will explain the functionality of Base Driven Protocol. Some aspects were already
explained in Chapter 1, Address planning and Chapter 10,Channel access. See them before continuing
this configuration example.

1 http://www.racom.eu/eng/products/m/ripex/index.html
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Fig. 14.3: Base driven protocol example topology

The topology consists of one Base station (there can only be one) and 6 terminals (remote RipEX
units). One of these terminals serves as a repeater for other two.

From the configuration point of view, we have only two types of units.

• Base
• Remote

There is no “repeater” configuration in Terminal 4. The terminal itself is configured in the exact same
way as Terminals 5 and 6. The communication is managed by the Base station which forwards data
either directly or via this repeater.

Since the firmware 1.6, RipEX units can also be configured with various modulation rates for individual
links. In this example, we configure the highest modulation rate for all links except the link to RipEX
terminal 5 (e.g. because there is a bad signal quality). This link is set to use the π/4DQPSK modulation
and has FEC enabled.

Note

If the Base station communicates with Terminal 5, it uses the π/4DQPSK modulation even
for the hop between the Base and Repeater, not only for the link between Repeater and
Terminal 5.

All units are configured with a Radio IP address within 10.10.10.0/24 subnet. The Ethernet subnets
are different for each unit. Each RipEX has the Ethernet address equal to 192.168.x.1/24 where “x”
the last digit of its Radio IP address (i.e. Protocol address).
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There is no other special functionality configured in this example, such as Modbus TCP, ARP Proxy,
TCP Proxy or Protocol server. The Base driven protocol (BDP) is suitable for transparent TCP traffic
and thus, only the correct routing is required.

Note

All features are configurable both in the Flexible and Base driven protocols; the Backup
routes functionality is only available in the Flexible protocol.

If more than one repeater is required for the remote unit reachability, the Flexible mode should be used
or another RipEX unit connected “back-to-back” via switch is necessary creating another BDP network
on its own frequency. There cannot be any radio overlap for several BDP networks (i.e. only one Base
station can be in the radio coverage).

14.2.1. BASE Station configuration

Fig. 14.4: Base station Settings

The Base station must be configured in the following way:

• Name: BASE (no functionality influence)
• Operating mode: Router
• Radio protocol: Base driven
• Station type: Base
• Radio IP: 10.10.10.254/24
• Ethernet IP: 192.168.254./1/24
• Modulation rate: 16DEQAM

Once you open the Station type configuration, a detailed configuration for all remote units is available:
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Fig. 14.5: Base station protocol configuration

Modulation type is set to “QAM” which enables communication with terminals using any modulation
within this type (16DEQAM, D8PSK, π/4DQPSK or DPSK).

In the “Remotes” table, the individual configuration for each Terminal must be done. Notice the 41.67
kbps modulation rate and enabled FEC used for Terminal 5 (bad condition simulation). Three terminals
(1-3) are configured with a “Direct” connection. This means that all of them are reachable directly and
not via repeater and are not used for repeating data for other terminals.

On contrary, Terminal 4 is set as “Direct & Repeater” so it forwards data for other terminals. In this
example, it forwards data for terminals 5 and 6 (see the particular lines) – both terminals are configured
with a “Behind Repeater” connection type and they use the repeater with a protocol address 4. There
could be more repeaters so this number is important.

Note

Three “basic” direct terminals (1, 2 and 3) can be configured on a single line – the Protocol
addresses column would be set as “1 – 3”. Otherwise the configuration is the same.

While this configuration is fully sufficient for Radio communication and any serial protocol communication
(using the Radio IP addresses), we need to configure the Routing rules for all Ethernet subnets. Go to
the Routing menu and configure the Base station.
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Fig. 14.6: Base station Routing menu

If you are familiar with a regular routing or/and routing in the Flexible mode, these rules might be a bit
confusing. First four lines are OK, but in the Flexible mode, the routes for 192.168.5.0/24 and
192.168.6.0/24 would use the 10.10.10.4 Radio IP address as the gateway. This knowledge is already
set by the “repeater” functionality within the BDP configuration. This results in a gateway configuration
as they were also connected directly (gateways set to 10.10.10.5 and 10.10.10.6). But the BDP
mechanism sends data for these networks via the configured repeater (10.10.10.4).

Once you finish this configuration, the Base station starts to communicate rapidly (see the TX LED diode
on the unit). This is caused by the BDP mechanism. The Base station controls/manages all the com-
munication within the network and checks the statuses of all remotes in very quick rounds (tens of
milliseconds). If any DATA transmission is ready (any RipEX has packet in its queue for the Radio
channel), it enables this communication in a very precise time slot minimizing any “waiting” period and
utilizing the Radio channel for maximum. Due to this behaviour, there is always communication on the
Radio channel even though there is no application data. In the Flexible mode, there is no data traffic
in such situations, but collisions happen while in the BDP there is not a single collision on the Radio
channel – i.e. the important jitter parameter is minimal (important for many TCP applications).
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14.2.2. Repeater Station Configuration

Fig. 14.7: Repeater station Settings

All other RipEX units must be configured following the IP addresses depicted in the topology diagram
and the Station type must be “Remote”. Open this menu and configure the details:

Fig. 14.8: Repeater station Protocol conf iguration

Terminal stations are not set with a particular Modulation, but only with a “type”. The exact modulation
is set in the Base station. The Protocol address mode can be either “manual” or “automatic”. If the
automatic method is set, the Protocol address is set to the last Radio IP digit (i.e. 10.10.10.4 -> 4).

The last step is to configure the static route back to the Base station’s Ethernet subnet.
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Fig. 14.9: Repeater station Routing rules

The only rule required is to the Base station. If the communication among any Ethernet subnets of any
Remote RipEX units is necessary, add other static routes – all rules must use the same gateway
10.10.10.254 (Base), because complete communication goes over the Base station and not directly
among individual Remote units.

Remote Stations Configuration

As already mentioned, the configuration is completely the same for all Remote stations, no matter if it
is or it is not a repeater. Save the Repeater configuration into the file and upload it to other remote
units. Only remember to change the Radio and Ethernet IP addresses! The rest of the configuration
parameters are the same.

14.3. Configuration Verification

To verify the communication, you can do some of the following simple tests:

1. Run the RSS/ICMP tests (Diagnostic -> Ping) for a remote RipEX / connected device reachability.
Run this ping from the Base station to any Remote station or vice versa (or end device connected
to the Base station to end device connected to any Remote RipEX unit). This configuration does
not allow Remote to Remote communication. Note that the RSS ping output does not display two
hops even though data go over the repeater. For the BDP, it seems like one hop, while it actually
uses two hops.

Fig. 14.10: RSS Ping

2. Check the modulation rate used for a particular link (Diagnostic -> Monitoring). Enable the
Monitoring for the Radio link and check the RADIO interface. Choose to capture the Radio link
headers and limit the Length of packets to 0 Bytes (it is not useful now to see the data payload).
Find the “MC” parameter in the Radio headers.
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TX Modulation and Coding ((MC:00))
• [7..4] Modulation Select Nibble

○ 0x0 = 2-CPFSK (default)
○ 0x1 = 4-CPFSK
○ 0x8 = DPSK
○ 0x9 = pi/4-DQPSK
○ 0xA = 8DPSK
○ 0xB = 16-DEQAM

• [3..0] Coding Select Nibble
○ 0x0 = FEC Off (default)
○ 0x1 = FEC On

Fig. 14.11: Radio channel Monitoring – Modulation rate (B – 16DEQAM, 0 – no FEC)

3. Run any TCP application over the network and check its functionality.

4. Check the Statistics and Neighbours menu for Diagnostic purposes – you should be able to see
all Remote stations on the Base station which are within the Radio coverage – with a data statistics
and several watched values such as temperature or voltage of these remote stations.

14.4. Summary

Base driven protocol is suitable and optimized for any RipEX network in a star topology with up to one
repeater on each link. The highest benefit is its optimized behaviour for TCP traffic such as IEC104 –
minimizing the jitter, utilizing the channel bandwidth much more efficiently and not causing a single
collision on the Radio channel.

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions:

RACOM technical support team
E-mail: <support@racom.eu>
Tel.: +420 565 659 511
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